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b y M aureen M arro
A ssitant News Editor
If you see an older Domini
can walking around campus
with a cane and a smile, say
hello. This gentleman is the
newest addition to the PC
Administration. Rev. Robert
Justin Hennessey, O.P., S.T.D.
has been named acting Vice
President for Academic Ad
ministration and will serve in
this position for one year.
Fr. Hennessey entered the
priesthood in 1956. He ob
tained a bachelor's degree in
science from the University of
Dayton as well as a bachelor of
philosophy from PC. He also
completed additional studies
at the Catholic University of
America. Fr. Hennessey has a
vast background in teaching.
He has been a professor at col
leges and universities in Ohio,
C on n ecticu t, W ashington
D.C., Kentucky, Iowa, and
Rom e, Italy. W hat many
people do not realize is that Fr.
Hennessey is a professor at
PC. He presently teaches two
courses, one at the under
graduate level and one at the
graduate level, both in reli
gious studies.
Fr. Hennessey assumed the
position on July 1, 1992. He
will serve as principal aca
demic officer, who processes
the hiring, promoting, and ten
ure of faculty, and will act on

the major administrative com
mittees of the College. Fr.
Hennessey views the job as
extremely challenging and
massive. However, he claims,
"It's not my cup of tea. I really
enjoy teaching more and deal
ing with people on a one to
one basis."
Originally, Fr. Hennessey
was hired as chairman and as
sociate professor of the Reli-

Fr. R o b e r t H en n essy
V.P. f o r A c a d em ic A ffa ir s
giousStudies Department. His
job description altered when
Fr. Cunningham, president of
P C , a p p r o a c h e d
Fr.Cunningnam and asked
him to take the job. Fr.
Hennessey claims that he was
a bit reluctant to accept the
offer and even suggested to
Fr. Cunningham the names of
other people who would pos
sibly be more interested. In

the end, Fr. Hennessey ac
cepted the appointment with
the knowledge that the job
would end next July. So for
the 1992-93 academic year, Fr.
Hennessey sees his task as
"minding the store". He does
n ot fo rsee any dram atic
changes occuring while he is
acting vice president. When
someone takes on any job, time
is needed to get accustomed to
the new situation and to be
able to see the improvements
that need to be made. How
ever, he is anxious to encoun
ter new issues and curriculum
reviews.
Fr. Hennessey's appoint
ment raised some controversy
and concerns. He says that the
administration was dissatis
fied with the previous search
for a new vice president for
many reasons, including the
fact that two of five finalists
withdrew from contention late
in the process. The College
began the fresh, national
search last semester and re
ceived 147 applications. Fr.
Cunningham announced the
names of the five finalists on
Monday, September 28. They
will undergo interviews and
will be reviewed this fall. By
Christmas, PC will have a per
manent vice president. As for
now, PC has a transitional ad
ministrator who is excited to
get to know the faculty, staff,
and students.

Females On the Fourth Floor:
McDermott Goes Co-ed
by K ate M alloy
News Editor______________
Here's the scene: you and
your parents are enjoying a
tour of PC by cheerful and
informative Friar's Club mem
bers. As you pass by the grave
yard on campus, your guides
throwinthislittlejoke: "Here's
the sight of the first co-ed dorm
on campus...over their dead
bodies." Get it?
Well, the Dominicans are
alive and well, but for the first
time in Providence College
residence history, one of the
eleven dorms has become co
ed. Due to the admission of a
greater percentage of female
freshmen than male freshmen,
McDermott Hall now consists
of three floors of male students,
and one floor (the fourth) of
female students.
Father Tortorici, Executive
Director of Residence Life, re
cently described the circum
stances surrounding this PC
first. Apparently ninety new
beds were created this sum
mer. Renovations in Joseph,
G uzm an and M cD erm ott

Halls converted classrooms
and lounges into dorm rooms.
Father Tortorici explained,
"W e had a choice, we could
overcrowd the women, or al
io w a female floor in one of the
male dorms."
When asked if Residence

"I think this
school
has made a
distinction
between how
males and
females
live.”
Life received any opposition
from the administration for
this plan, he replied, "No...it
was a decision that made
sense."
Debra Gilbert, who is
McDermott' sHall Director, ex
plained that all the residents
of the fourth floor have keys to
the doors at either end of the

hall which are kept locked at
all times.
"Parietals are the same as
any other dorm. The guys
aren't allowed on the fourth
floor past parietals, and the
women can't be on the other
three floors after hours."
She also mentioned that the
two Residence Assistants as
signed to the fourth floor are
responsible for turning off the
elevator after 12 a.m. on week
days and 2 a.m. on weekends.
Terri Ahrens, '94, one of the
two R.A.'s on the fourth floor,
believed that this is a basically
positive step for the school.
However, she felt that there is
room for improvement.
"There's still some flaws.
You can't really say we're liv
ing co-ed because we're locked
in twenty-four hours a day. I
understand it's for security
reasons, but the locks are a
barrier. The girls are still sepa
rated."
M s. A hrens fu rther
co m m en ted ,"I think this
con tinu ed on page 4
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Hillary Clinton
Rallies Support
In Providence
by P atricia E. C on n olly
E ditor-in -chief
Cries of "No More Bush"
went up from the steps of the
State House where support
ers stood at the rally held for
Hillary Clinton yesterday af
ternoon in downtown Provi
dence. Mrs. Clinton is cur
rently campaigning for her
husband, Bill Clinton, as the
Democratic candidate in the
'92 Presidential election.
According to Larry Saladin
'93, president of PC's Youn
Democrats Society, about 2f
PC students attended the rally.
"The support for Clinton on
campus is tremendous," said
Saladin.
Senator Claiborne Pell's
wife introduced Mrs. Clinton
as "wife, mother, lawyer, ad
vocate." She compared the
vision upheld by the Clinton
campaign with the feeling in
A m erica w hen John F.
Kennedy was elected 32 years
ago, "offering this country
hope and change, and a new
generation of leadership."
Mrs. Pell exclaimed, "We need
an America built upon good
jobs and a supportive govern
ment, not economic fear and a
govemmentthatdoesnotcare.
We need an America where
real values are love and com
passion, not intolerance and
exclusion!"
Mrs. Clinton then took the
podium backed by enthusias
tic cheers from the crowd and,
ap p earing polished and
unfaltering, launched into her
husband's agenda for office.
"There is something I see in
the faces of men and women
and children as we travel
around this country," said
Mrs. Clinton. "Millions of
Americans want to believe in
their country again."
She expressed disgust over
seeing jobs go to other coun
tries subsidized by our gov
ernment. "The only time they
(the Bush Administration)
worry about jobs is when their

own are at stake!" She intro
duced her husband's plan for
replacing the failed concept of
trickle-down economics with
"in v estm en t e co n o m ics",
which gives investment tax
credit to American businesses,
enabling them to build new
plants, purchase new equip
ment, and re-train workers.
Also, by reducing the defense
budget, those dollars will be
put into new jobs and will
build up public works and
enviommental technology.
"My husband knows that
education is key to having a
sound economy," continued
Mrs. Clinton. She said that her
husband intends to support
the National Plan for Educa
tion, first by fully funding the
Head Start program, as well
as motivating our nation's
young people to stay in school
and continue on to college. To
do this, Clinton wants to sub
stitute the existing student
loan program with the Na
tional Service Trust Fund, from
which anyone can borrow
money to go to college, but in
order to pay i t back, they must
either pay a percentageof their
income at tax time, or even
better, will be required to
spend two years of national
service back at home. "Under
this program," explained Mrs.
Clinton, "graduates will be
serving their home states as
police officers, teachers, building
h ou ses
for
the
homeless...this is the best in
vestment in educating the new
generation by re-connecting
young people with their coun
try while solving our prob
lems at the same time. We
cannot get tha t i f we do no t get
a new President in the White
House."
Mrs. Clinton also stressed
the need to control rising
health care costs, and she
closed by encouraging the au
dience to register to vote: "We
m ust
reco g n ize
our
responsibilty. as Americans to
m ake our contribu tion to
change this country for the
better."
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The O ffic e o f S tu d e n t S e rv ice s en 
coura ges stu d e n ts to ta k e ca refu l
n o tic e o f the " S a fe ty A le r t In fo r 
m a t io n " B o a rd lo c a te d in the cen 
ter o f lo w e r S la v in . T h is hoa rd is
in te n d e d to keep s tu d e n ts a c c u 
r a t e ly in fo r m e d o f in c id e n t s
o c c u r im g around the n eigh borh ood .
T h is s y s te m can o n ly w o r k i f in c i
d en ts are p r o m p ty reported to Fr.
M c P h a i l 's o ffic e . L e t Ts a ll w o r k
toeg eth er to keep ou r stu d e n ts sa fe.

Trick Or Treat Trot
The Pawtucket Family
YMCA will sponsor its an
nual Trick or Treat Trot at
Slater Park, Sunday, No
vember 1,1992.
The event, which attracts
participants from all over the
state, featuresa fivemilerace
and a two mile walk/run
and is open to all ages. Prizes
will be awarded to the top
male and female finishers in
each of four age divisions.
The divisions are: Jr., up to
18 years; Open, 19-39 years;
Master, 40-49 years; senior,
50 years and older.
The entry fee is $6.00 if
registered by October 30 and
$8.00 the day of the race.
The first 100 to register will
receive the official Trick or
TreatRace Day T-Shirt. Pro
ceeds benefit the YMCA's
Support A Child campaign.

The run/walk is scheduled
for 9:00 a.m. and the five mile
race will go at 9:45 a.m. All
participants will receive re
freshments and a chance to
win through several drawings.
Participants are invited, but
not required, to secure pledges
for their run. A prize will be
awarded to the individual col
lecting the most pledges. In
addition, credit toward a new
or existing Pawtucket YMCA
membership can be earned
through collected pledges.
Both races begin and end at
the Carousel BuildingatSlater
Park in Pawtucket. Course
maps and registration forms
may be obtained by calling the
Pawtucket Family YMCA at
727-7900, or stopping by their
facility at 20 Summer Street,
across from the Pawtucket Li
brary.
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Be A Best Buddy
by John Branca
D irector o f PC Best Buddies
Did you ever want or need a
bestbuddy? If so, come join us,
the Providence College Chap
ter of Best Buddies. This is the
second year of this extremely
successful organization. This
program pairs college students
with mentally retarded persons
from the community.
Best Buddies was started by
Anthony Kennedy Shriver at
Georgetown University in 1987.
He and his friends wanted to
make a difference in their col
lege community. The idea
quickly spread. There are now
143 chartered college chapters
across the United States and
two college chapters in Greece.
Last year our students were
paired with mentally retarded
persons from the John E.
Fogarty Center in Providence.

We had a fun and successful
first year. The college stu
dents and their buddies went
toaP.C. vsB.U. hockey game,
Mystic Seaport and Mystic
Pizza, Roger Williams Park

and Zoo, Bowling, and the RI
Community Food Bank to try
to help those less fortunate in
our community. The most im
portant part of Best Buddies is
for you and your buddy to be
come "best buddies" by talk
ing on the phone, having din-

ner together, or just hanging
out.
This program has attracted
some well-known personali
ties along the way. Keith
Haring, who was a very fa
mous New York City artist,
designed the traditional Best
Buddies logo. Calvin Klein,
G iorgio A rm ani, Donna
K aran,
and
A d rienne
Vittadini have also designed
trendier t-shirts for Best Bud
dies. Some other famous sup
porters are Anthony's fam
ily, Sargent Shriver, Eunice
Kennedy Shriver, M araia
Shriver
and
A rnold
Schwarzenegger.
If you would like to be
come a buddy please attend a
mandatory general meeting
on Wednesday, October 7th
at 6:30 in Moore Hall. Don't
miss this unique experience!

Harvard Historian And Author
To Visit PC
On Thursday, October 15,
1992, the Providence Colege
P resid en t's Forum w ill
present a lecture by Profes
sor Richard Pipes, Baird Pro
fessor of History at Harvard
University, entitled "1917:
A T uming Point in History."
The lecture, which is free
and open to the public, will
be presented at 7:30 p.m. in
Providence College's Slavin
'64 Hall.
Professor Pipes will dis
cuss the long-term effects of
the Russian Revolution of

1917 and of the entry of the
United States into the Euro
pean War in 1917, as his lec
ture is being presented as part
of Providence College's cur
rent 75th anniversary Dia
mond Ju b ilee celebration
(Providence College was in
corporated in Septem ber
1917).
Included in Dr. Pipes's
m any other profession al
acomplishments is his service
as chairman of the U.S.-Soviet
Relations Task Force, Dole for
President, in 1988. He was

also director of East European
and Soviet Affairs for the Na
tional Security Council from
1981-1982. Pipes served as a
member of the Reagan Tran
sition Team in the Depart
ment of State in 1980.
Pipes is the author of sev
eral books, including Russian
Revolution (Alfred A. Knopf,
1990), Russia O bserved
(Westview Press, 1989), Sur
vival is Not Enough (Simon
& Schuster, 1984), and U.S.Soviet Relations in the Era of
Detente (W estview Press,
1981).
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CallNow!
This week, Rock The Vote
announced the develop
ment of an unprecedented
nationwide effort to pro
vide, by mail, detailed local
information about voter reg
istration to callers from any
where within the United
States. The information line
number is 1-800-962-VOTE.
"In the 1988 election, only
36 percent of eligible young
people bothered to vote,"
said Patrick Lippert, Execu
tive Director of Rock The
Vote. Part of the problem is
that in many states, register
ing to vote is much harder
than it should be. Our info
line program makes it easier
for everyone, by telling you
exactly where to go and what
to do to register to vote in
your own neighborhood."
Only 28 states, plus the
District of Columbia, cur
rently permit their citizens
to register by mail. "In the
rest of the country, you have
to present yourself in per
son on order to register to
vote," Lippert said. "In some
places, you may have to
travel miles to your county
seat. In others, there are al
ternative places you can reg
ister, but citizens may not
know about them."
To help get the informa-

tion out, Rock The Vote devel
oped the groundbreaking Info
Line service. "This is the first
time anyone has ever gathered
such detailed local informa
tion about voter registration.
In many counties, we can refer
you to a local registration lo
cation right around the cor
ner," said Lippert. The infor
mation is drawn from a data
base specially compiled by
Rock The Vote for this project,
which includes thousands of
addresses in all 50 states, the
District of Colum bia, and
Puerto Rico.
The letter sent to Info Line
callers also lists registration
deadlines, requirements, and
phone numbers. For the states
that permit it, Rock The Vote
is enclosing a copy of the offi
cial mail-in voter registration
form.
Rock The Vote urges people
to call now because registra
tion deadlines are approach
ing. In most states, they note,
you have to be registered by
early October in order to be
able to vote in November; early
callers are assured of getting
their voter registration infor
mation in plenty of time. The
Info Line will operate 24 hour
a day, seven days a week.

Not sure what life
after
graduation will bring?

Come to an informational
meeting on
Wednesday
September 7th
Slavin 203
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News

Voices Of PC Women
by Jen n ifer Brinkm an
>$itpnt News E d ito r __ r__r
This summer as we basked
in the sun, vacationed with
our parents and basically did
as little of anything intellec
tual as possible, there were
major discussions and issues
being raised affecting specific
studies at Providence College.
A group of teachers met last
spring with hopes of institut
ing a Women's Studies Pro
gram at Providence College.
Wendy Oliver of the Theatre
D ep artm en t, M ary Anne
Sedney, of the Psychology De
partment and English profes
sors Jane Lunin-Perel and
Mark McLaughlin combined
efforts to form their organiza
tion known as "Friends of
Women Studies."
"Although a lot of people
were interested nothing for
mal developed," remarked
Wendy Oliver, commenting
on initial feelings regarding
the program. Coincidentally,
Boston College hosted a Na
tional Conference for Catholic
Colleges with Women Studies
Programs in June of this sum
mer. The conference was
geared for colleges in such a
position as Providence with
hopes of im plem enting
Women Studies at their par
ticular school. The conference
proved extremely helpful by

%

showing the feasibilty of such
a program at a similar Catho
lic institution such as Boston
College.
Jane Lunin-Perel, the chair
person of the formal commit
tee, will convene this fall with
the Faculty Senate in order to
develop a proposal for this
program. There are no de
tails this early as to how spe
cifically concentrated the pro
gram will be in terms of a
major or minor study. The
primary incentive, though, is
not just to institute the pro
gram but to make it unique to
serve the needs of the stu
dents of Providence College.
The first lecture titled,
"STUDENT PERSPECTIVES
ON WOMEN'S STUDIES",
will be held Tuesday, Octo
ber 20, from 11:30 to 12:20 in
Slavin Center Room 217.
Lectures will include an
open discussion at which all
are encouraged to attend and
voice their opinions and ideas
on how they believe this pro
gram will affect Providence
College. Each month, there
will be a different discussion
on topics varying from Gen
der, Art and Power to Femi
nist Theology and each will
be presented by a different
professor. Beverages will be
served and all are welcome to
attend.

Curriculum Review:
Some Things To Think About
by Dr. R ich ard M urphy
P res.of theFaculty Senate
What I was trying to say
last week is that I do want to
avoid the political aroma of
politics in the matter of
curriculum review.
My points are two. The
first is that we need to create
a climate of learning that
envelops the college. For
that, we must turn to the
library. Perhaps the best
way to attain a currency in
method, knowledge, and
application is to encourage
the students to follow their
own interests, in courses to
be sure, but on their own,
even more so. Besides being
beset by the task of accumu
lating and organizing,
synthesizing and presenring
significant knowledge and
intellectual currents, we are
forced to face the bureau
cracy of education. I think
that it is a serious obstacle at
PC.
There is what I would call
the choking concept that all
education happens in the
classroom. Students listen,
take notes, take quizzes, take
exams, write essays, on
occasion write papers. The
confinement is more and
worse than what is apparent.
This is generally a one-way
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street with students continu
ally called upon to submit to
authority, to fear being
wrong. No one who accepts
this situation can stretch her
mind, and those who do
discover frequently that they
"missed the point." Hardly.
The news from the educa
tional frontier is that the re(tr

"At the
present
time, PC
'introduces '
the
student to
death."
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cent past is but prologue to the
future. Today's college stu
dents will be undergoing con
tinuing education regardless
of their trades. We need to
prepare them to handle that
experience by making them
more responsible for their
learning now—by construct
ing bibliographies, doing
evaluative comparative re
search projects, teaching their
peers, and applying principled
criticism to their educational
experience.

Counting credits— 1 for
this, 3 for that, 4, 5— and in
flicting damage to the cumu
lative average as well as using
the operative principle of ad
ministrative ease to determine
the value of courses seems
hardly worth the $18,200/
annum the score sheets cost.
Of course, education is easier
for the student this way: pay,
show, go. Not what "college"
means to me. Students should
be vitally involved— they
would profit from first-year
seminars, from much outside
reading and writing, from
more advanced and demand
ing courses.
Fr. Cunningham, Dr.
MacKay, and I seem to agree
on one point. At the present
time, PC "introduces" the stu
dent to death: introductory so
cial sciences (2 ), natural sci
ence (2 ), introduction to the
development of Western civi
lization (4 X 2), introduction to
math, etc., etc., etc. College
ought to be a step up in every
activity—reading, thinking,
writing. I wish I could capture
the expressions of students
who find themselves in a 400level course.
We are not preparing our
students in their early years
for the challenges that are be
fore them. They need to be
continued on page 4

The News On The News:

And The Story On That Black Thing In Mondo

by Brian Cappello
Features Editor
Many new and exciting
changes nave taken place at
PC since last semester. While
some of the developments are
rather self-explanatory, others
are clearly in need of further
background information.
I recently spoke with
Sharon Hay of the Student
Services Office. She informed
me that the video jukebox that
is presently situated at the en
trance to the commuter cafete
ria was placed there, at no cost
to the college, by the same com
pany that runs the video ma
chines in the game room. De
spite not. paying for the ma
chine, the school does receive
a certain commission on each
(of the hundreds of) quarters
that are placed in the machine.
She also informed me that the
machine was placed in Slavin
for a trial period. Unfortu
nately, much like the trial of
New Coke, this one also failed.
Ms. Hay informed me that
there have been a rash of com
plaints, primarily made by
Food Services on behalf of stu
dents, faculty, and staff. The
m ai n rai 1CPnf their Hi sro n te n t-

ment seems to be the noise
emanating from the machine.
As a result of this fact, Student
Services has decided to either
relocate the machine or re
move it from the campus en
tirely.
When apprised of the deci
sion, Kerry Kane, '93, and
Alison Cooke, '93, were both
rather distraught. "I don't
have a problem with the juke
box at all," said Kane. "In fact,
Irather enjoy such background
music in the afternoon hours."
Cooke added, "Perhaps they
could just run it during certain
hours, such as 11a.m. to 5p.m.
And those who don't like the
music could eat on the other
side of the cafe." (I can see it
now, a jukebox section and a
non-jukebox section.) When
asked if they would consider
chaining themselves to the
machine in protest of the move,
they replied, "I don't think
we'd go quite that far."
Steve Britta, '93, though lik
ing the concept of the machine,
conveyed his displeasure with
the fact that if money is not
put in the machine, only short
clips of songs are played,
which only serves to taunt the
listener. "But I think the touch
screen is really neat," added
Steve.

Ms. Hay pointed out the
fact that no machine will ever
cater to the listening pleasure
of all those that frequent the
mini-mall/cafearea. Thus,re
moving the machine from the
area would seem to be the most *
appropriate course of action.
Another new feature on

T he
S esa m e S treet
W o r k s h o p a s k e d to
film an e p is o d e on
ca m p u s th is sem ester,
an d b ein g th e g ra c io u s
h osts t h a t th e a d m in is t
r a to r s a re, th ey d e c ie d tc
m a k e B ig B ird an d
c o m p a n y f e e l rig h t
a t h om e.

cam pus is the Classroom
Building. For information on
this subject, I turned to the
alw ays relia b le
Father
Quigley. In between getting
his hair cut, teaching class, and
attending a meeting, he in
formed me that the CB build
ing (as it is so affectionately
called) was renovated in or
der to add more classrooms
and audio visual facilities to

le campus. The Physical
lant, which was previously
seated there, was moved to
n unnamed buildingon lower
ampus. Father pointed out
hat this building allowed for
lassrooms to be removed
rom McDermott, Guzman,
nd Joseph Halls in favor of
edrooms (92 total beds were
dded). He also informed me
hat there is no such person as
'ather Classroom, '08, and that
he building may eventually
>e named after a donor (if so
lesired).
Finally, I asked Father
Quigley about the benches
>utside Slavin, which as the
ew truly observant may have

Mr

array of colors that only a child
below the age of six could fully
appreciate. Apparently, the
Sesam e Street W orkshop
asked to film an episode on
campus this semester, and be
ing the gracious hosts that the
administrators are, they de
cided to make Big Bird and
company feel right at home
(just kidding). Actually, the
benches needed to be re
painted and Father admitted
that the result was simply due
to a poor choice of colors. He
informed me the benches will
be re-re-painted in the spring
(and that anyone who can get
a deal on fluorescent green
paint should give him a call).

--------------------

L ib r a r y H o u r s f o r
C o lu m b u s D a y W e ek e n d
Friday, O ctober 9 .................
Saturday, O ctober 10.........
Sunday, October 11.............
M onday, O ctober 12...........
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News
Females On The Fourth
Floor:
McDermott Goes Co-ed

Curriculum Re
view:
Some Things To
Think About

continued from page 1
school has made a dis
tinction between how
males and females live.
This distinction is still
being carried out, even
though we're in the same
building with guys."
Pat Cooney, '94, an
R. A. on McDermott'ssec
ond floor, said that con
sideration for others has
to be a big issue in a co
ed dorm. "I told my floor
that they have to realize
thatit'snot just guys,and
to be aware, for example,
of what they look like on
the way to the shower."
So far, students are ap
plauding the co-ed situ
ation. "There's a big dif
ference from last year,"
said Pete Kalill, a sopho
more. "IPs improving

male/female relationships.
Girls in the dorm are a com
mon sight, so you don't al
ways assume the worst
when two people are in a
room together."
The R.A.'s and Resi
dence Life staff will be
evaluating the co-ed situa
tion at the end of the year
and will make suggestions
to see if male and female
dorms will be in the future
for PC.
Will PC join the ranks of
other Catholic schools such
as Farfield University and
Holy Cross College in pro
viding co-ed housing?
While his is not the final
word, Fr. Tortorici com
mented, "I think the single
sex tradition will continue
at PC."

”1 think
the
single-sex
tradition
will
continue
at PC."
-Father
Tortorici,
Executive
Director
of Residence
Life

Support For Adult Children
of Alcoholics
Many members of our
college community have
been affected by the dis
ease of alcoholism - as
members of an alcoholic's
family. Adult children of
alcoholics have attitudes
and behaviors which often
reflect their "hangovers"
from childhood, and often
get in the way of success

and acheivement.
The Student Develop
ment Center is offering a
series of workshops which
have been designed to ex
plore these issues in fur
ther detail. If you are a
child of an alcoholic, or if
you know one, you are en
couraged to attend.
Upcoming topics - A

Look at an Alcoholic Fam
ily System, Sept. 30th, and
the Rules ana Roles of an
Alcoholic Family, Oct. 7th.
All workshops will be held
at 3 p.m. on Wednesdays
in Slavin 120. Come to one
or all. Pick up a brochure
with further information in
the Student Development
Center, Slavin 209.

continued from p. 3
independent thinkers,
competent writers, con
fident researchers, and
effective speakers. And
these are merely their
academic requirements,
content aside.
The second point is in
timately related to the
first. If we want to de
velop student indepen
dence, we must give the
faculty room to maneu
ver. Course loads, class
schedules, support and
time for research are mattersof crucial importance
to the faculty—and to the
institution. U.S.News&
World Report very re
cently reported PC's slide
from sixth to fifteenth
place among regional
comprehensive schools.
Fr. C unningham has
com m itted nim self to
seeing our standing rise

C o rrectio n : In Dr. M u r p h y ’s S ep tem b er 24th article ,
Curriculum Review And Its Place At PC the th ird sen ten c
in th e fifth p arag rap h w as to h av e read "I d o w an t
to sid estep , as m uch as p ossib le, th e p olitical a ro m a of
th is m atter." The Cowl ap o lo g izes for this m isp rin t
w h ich erro n eo u sly ch anged th e m ean in g of
th e p arag rap h .

THIS YEAR, 100 LOCAL
COLLEGE STUDENTS CAN PUT
THIS ON THEIR RESUME.
OTHER
EXPERIENCE:
Business Basics Teacher
Fall 1992

REFERENCES:

to third, even to first place in
this category.
In order to achieve this in
the face of decline, we must
join our competitors in valu
ing research and serious pub
lication, giving instructors
time to direct students' read
ing and to aid their writing in
theses and in d ep en d en t
projects. A strong liberal arts
college fosters the learning
of its students and its faculty.
It recognizes that learning is
not always the product of a
pressure-cooker atmosphere,
rather that it is an enjoyable
and stimulating collaborative
effort, and that to be success
ful, its administration must
help to create and sustain the
appropriatelyfertileenvironment.
I wonder whether you
agree that these are worthy
goals to aim at. I wonder
w hether you th ink we
achieve them now. I wonder
whether you think we will
without important change.

• Trained by Junior Achievement in use of special
classroom materials, then volunteered four, 1-hour
sessions in a local elementary school.
Ms. Jane Hawkins, Teacher
Woodlawn Elementary School

YOU CAN TOO.

▲

Junior Achievement*
Business Basics

TO LEARN MORE, CALL JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT AT (401) 331-3850 TODAY.
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Today I witnessed an
event thatnow has me con
vinced more than ever that
America needs Bill and
Hillary Clinton in the White
House. The event of which
I speak was a rally outside
the State House where
Hillary Clinton spoke on
issues such as health care,
the economy, and educa
tion. What convinced me
that the American people
need the Clintons was a
combination of things, in
cluding H illary's intelli
gent, articulate statements
and the optimism and cando attitude expressed by
the crowd of supporters.
But the episode that left not
a shred of doubt in my mind
was witnessing the stupid
ity and immaturity of a
group of Young Republi
cans for Bush who dis
rupted the gathering.
Hillary spoke of a plan
that would allow for health
care to be accessible to ev
eryone. TheYoung Repub
licans didn't listen. They
were busy chanting, "Four
moreyears." Hillary spoke
of a National Service Trust
Fund, which Bill is trying
to implement, that would
allow anyone to borrow
money for college, pro
vided they pay it back ei
ther through future income
taxes or committing to two
years in some type of na
tional service. The BushQuayle supporters didn't

hear this either. They were too
busy repeating, "Four more
years." Hillary spoke of a story
on the latest segment of 60
Minutes which exposed how,
with the permission of our
President, major, federally
funded industries are moving
businesses to foreign coun
tries, supplying those coun
tries' citizens with employ
ment, as our economy sinks
even further. She relayed how
we have to keep jobs here in
the US in order to improve
our economy. She disclosed
how Clinton's campaign tour
is perpetually behind sched
ule because he stops to talk to
people about his plans to make
more jobs available to the
American public. The Young
Republicans didn't hear any
of this. They were busy yell
ing, "Four more years."
And still, one of these
Young Republicans turned to
a reporter and said, "We're
educated, unlike these people
around us." The stupidity of
this statement speaks for it
self. Or, it should, rather. How
could he possibly consider
himself "educated" when he
did not listen at all to Hillary,
but spent his time harassing
and disprupting? How can he
fight against something he
knows nothing about? You
have to listen to learn, and right
now this little republican
doesn't know much about
w hat H illary said today.
Maybe if he had listened to
what Hillary was saying, he
would have realized that the
Democratic candidate is try
ing to help this country, as

LSAT
GMAT
MCAT
GRE
If you’re taking one of these tests, take
Kaplan first. We teach you exactly what
the test covers and show you the test
taking strategies you’ll need to score your
best. No one teaches you to think like the
test makers better than Kaplan.

KAPLAN HAS MOVED!
CHECK US OUT AT
144 WAYLAND AVENUE
(near Brown U.)
CALL
1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN

The answer to the te st question.

opposed to prolonging its suf
fering for another four years.
Another Young Republican
held a sign saying "If you love
America, vote Bush." Can any
one say that they love America
in the poor condition it's in
right now? If we vote Bush, it
will stay this way for another
four years. Bush will not, can
not, change. He is the Status
Quo President. Bill and Hillary
Clinton love America, which
is why they're so committed
and passionate about chang
ing it's future for the better.
And thisis why America needs
Bill and Hillary. They listen to
the people. They know what
needs to be done. They listen
to Bush's rhetoric, and watch
him do absolutely nothing.
And they know that America
can change. And because they
listen, they are educated, un
like the current occupants of
the White House.

Editorial Policy
I. C om m entary articles
and Letters to the
Editor are welcom e
from any m em ber of the
PC student body,
faculty and adm inistra
tion. Subm issions from
those outside the PC
com m unity may be
printed if space perm its.
II. All subm issions to
the Editorial Dept, are
subject to the editing of
the Editorial Staff. If
there is a specific part
of your article or letter
you do not wish to be
cut, please see one of
the Editorial Staff
m em bers prior to
publication.
III. All letters m ust be
typed, double spaced
and lim ited to 500
words. Letters m ust be
signed; how ever, if you
do not wish your name
to appear in print,
please contact Patricia
E. C onnolly, Editor-inChief; Lisa A. C arroll,
Editorial Editor; or , Fr.
M ark N ow el. Com plete
A nonym ity may be
granted if the subject is
of a p articularly per
sonal nature.
IV. The staff resp ect
fully requests that all
articles and letters
contain no personal
attacks.
V. All subm issions
should be in The Cowl
office no later than
M onday at noon prior
to publication on
W ednesday.

1
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Hillary Speaks...
and We All Should Listen

by Lisa C arroll
E ditorial Editor
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I.D. P le a se
by Je n n ife r M acC ullum
Asst. Editorial Editor______
Senior year. Forty short
weeks from the start of classes
until Commencement Day.
Roughly 280 days in total, of
which approximately 50 days
are incorporated into various
school breaks. For members
of the Class of 1993, senior year
is the last fling of youth, the
final "carefree" period of life
until we "grow up" and as
sume "adult" responsibilities.
Perhaps one of the greatest
aspects of being a senior is
being twenty-one. Unfortu
nately, not everyone can share
in this glee. Being twenty-one
is a ticket to freedom—you can
get into any type of social es
tablishment without the worry
of rejection. But for those un
der the age of legality, there is
no security in their ventures to
such places, and often, they
feel left behind or left out of
Senior Functions.
This past week, most mem
bers of the senior class received
letters in their mailboxes in
forming them tha t they are per
mitted to attend Harvestfest.
Harvestfest, one of the biggest
events planned by the
C ollege's Office of Special
Events, is a night in which up
perclassmen can renew old
friendships with recent Provi
dence College alumni.
Unfortunately, not every
senior will be able to attend
Harvestfest. Only those se
niors who are legally 21 years
of age or older are permitted
toattend. This is a disappoint
ment to the many seniors who
have birthdays after October
10th.

I understand the legal rami
fications of not granting per
mission to attend Harvestfest
and other "upperclass" events
(such as the Last Resort) to
those seniors who a ren ’t
twenty-one, but it's unfortu
nate that other arrangements
can't be made; for example, a
pre-Harvestfest dinner for the
entire college community, etc.
It’s also too bad that in this
society, to hold events of the
magnitude of Harvestfest, it is
assumed that all those in at
tendance will be engaged in
drinking.
Having numerous friends
who have yet to reach the "le
gal" milestone, I can attest that
being a non-21 senior in col
lege isn't the most ideal situa
tion. Though its convenient if
you want to hole yourself up
in your apartment on week
ends to work on resumes,
study for LSATS/GRE's or
catch upon sleep, it is a drag if
you wanttobesocial. All your
friends can easily go from bar
to bar or party to party with
out the ramifications of being
arrested. The school doesn't
want you to have parties or go
to bars, and most of the senior
even ts aren't foryou toattend.
In the distant future, this
situation won't be a problem.
Thisisbecausea largenumber
of children entering school are
meeting the cut-off dates that
will make them 21 when they
are seniors in college.
As my roommate would
say, "If you're not going to be
21 by September of your se
nior year in college, your par
ents should keep you back for
a year."
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Politics of Protection
by Sean Skenyon
Asst. E ditorial Editor
"Let's face it. The majority
o f people in this country are
mentally i l l ... and this illness
unfortunately extends into all
walks of life, including law
enforcement."
-Dr Hunter S. Thompson
I figured the usual warped
vision of Dr. Gonzo himself
would get us started in the
right direction. Over the past
year, the image of police offic
ers ha ve been plastered all over
the television screen. From
Rodney King to Ice T's "Cop
Killer" controversy, the area
of law enforcement has been
under close scrutiny. Well,
we have seen how politics and
g eograph y affected the
Rodney King trial, and I'm not
sure whether "Cop Killer" falls
under freedom of speech or
psychotic vigilance. However,
I'm not here to talk about ei
ther subject. Instead, let's deal
with those officers of the law
that we encounter in our daily
lives. Yes, folks, I'm talking
about Providence's finest; the
very officials we encounter
every weekend.
Basically this is how the

system works. Thursday night
thru Saturday night, police
patrols are increased around
the Providence College neigh
borhood in order to deter dis
turbances in the area. This
increase is funded by the
school. There are beneficial
reasons for this action; how
ever, there are two problems
that jump out at me. What
about the other four days of
the week, and why are patrols
only increased on these days?
On the four off days, anyone
can see that police presence in
the neighborhood has been
reduced. Consequently, for
over fifty percent of the week,
we are left somewhat unpro
tected with our hides flying in
the wind. The school argues
that they cannot afford the in
creased police presence all
seven days of the week. Tell
that to the pink pin located on
the crime map in Slavin.
What kind of craziness is
this? In a sense, students are
being told that pacifying the
Elmhurst community is more
important than their personal
safety. The school's response
will be that the police protect
us on the weekends when the
majority of students are on the
streets.That simply does not
fly with me. All of us know

but I believe these situations
haveoccurred. Unfortunately,
most go unreported, or more
likely, unpublicized.
However, the biggest com
plaint I have is with the way
the police talk to us. Anyone
who has dealt with these Boy
Scouts with an attitude can
attest to the base language they
use when handling a situation.
In my opinion, these verbal
attackers could use a steady
diet of Ivory Soap to go along
with their coffee and dough
nuts. Just because they wear a
XXL blue uniform with a
badge and a gun, certain offic
ers feel they can talk to stu
dents on a sub-human level.
No one is deserving of the lan
guage these policemen and
policewoman use. It's more
than the fact that they are treat
ing us like criminals; rather it
is we who become victims of
their verbal abuse. Regard
less of the crimes we students
may or may not commit, no
crime warrants the kind of
verbal attack the Providence
police have at times inflicted
upon us.
The majority of police offic
ers are considerate and pro-

that the police are out in full
force to keep the students in
line. However the police do
not normally refer to us as stu
dents; I'm sure most of us
have heard them use harsher
terms when referring to stu
dents. If anything, the police
are more concerned with pro
tecting the peace and quiet of
the neighborhood rather than
our personal safety. Every
thing and everyone hasa price.
Another important area of
concern deals with the actions
of these law enforcers who
roam our streets. To begin
with, I think we should talk
about the inaction of the po
lice. We all have our "never a
cop around when you need
one" stories; so there is no
need to bore you with another
one. The discrepency lies in
the difference between our
definition of a problem situa
tion and their definition of a
situation. We see assaults and
burglaries as necessitating an
immediate response. At times,
it seems that the highest prior
ity of the police are keg parties
and open containers of alco
hol. Some may argue that this
is a grotesque exaggeration,

Finding Strength Through Friends
by Jennifer Brinkm an
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'There's a reason for ev
erything." Remember the first
tim e your boyfriend/girlfriend broke up with you? or
the day you discovered you
were cut from the varsity soc
cer team? "There's a reason
for everything" were the im
mortal words uttered from the
mouths of our mothers and
fathers. It was really all we
could believe in to help us
overcome our minor tragedies.
As we grew older, though, we
realized those "tragedies"
were not quite as defeating as
we thought and we always
managed to find someone or
something else to fill that void.
On Sunday, September 20,
1992, my best friend, Christy
Pardo, lost her father as a re
sult of a very unexpected and
terribly confusing tragedy. A
tragedy powerful enough to
make a very simple and very
sm all word becom e even
larger and m ore com plex
everytime itraced through my
mind: Why?
Figuring out the answer to
this question proved very dif
ficult for a strange reason.
What I saw in the few days

being at the Pardo house was
relative after relative, friend
after friend and neighbor after
neighbor stopping by with
their personal expression of
grief, generosity and care. The
amount of love and genuine
concern was so incredible that
at times I had a hard time re
membering this was to be a
time of sadness.
I know what touched
Christy's heart the deepest,
though, was the fifteen car
loads of friends that travelled
two and a half hours from
Providence College. Two and
a half hours in order to stand
and wait for a simple hug and
kiss as their invaluable ges
ture of concern. As a result of
all the love that emanated from
C hristy's friends, life and
death met in that room.
Christy will never forget
how special it was to see and
hear all of the familiar faces of
PC surrounding her in her time
of need. Whether it was by
face, by phone or by card, each
one of you gave Christy a boost
of strength and one more rea
son to smile that will help her
everytime she begins to wonder why.___________________

................................................. *

fessional; however, the
King beating and the inci
dents around campus have
shaken my faith. The whole
situation comes down to a
matter of trust and respect,
but neither is present in this
case. We have priests act
ing as police, and police
acting as judge, jury, and
executioner. The school
tells us they are on our side,
while the police say they
are only doing what the
school tells them. All this
role reversal and rhetoric
leaves a bad taste in my
mouth. Regardless, the
police have been treating
us on a sub- criminal level.
They can do this because
we are of no physical threat
to them. Most likely, we
are simply an outlet for
their marital or social prob
lem s. Deep dow n, we
know and they know why
they are p atrolling the
Elmhurst community. It's
just a shame that PC cannot
provide enough money to
increase patrols in the sec
tions of Providence that are
overrun by real criminals.
Then again, I guess we all
want to save the world.

r

PRO-COFFEE

by Suzanne Gaudrault, '93
Ah, PC, what a wonderful
institution thou art. Not only
do you provide us with a fine
education in which our thirst
for knowledge gets to drink in
the likes of Dante, Nietsche, and
Aristotle, but a fine atmosphere
is presented for social activities.
We have the Last Resort, the
Mini-Mall, and Colonel's Cor
ner. Of course there is always
off-campus where non-21 year
olds can worry about Rhonda
and her staff bustin' up Louie's
and Brad's.
No, I don't have any prob
lem with our life here at PC, just
one suggestion: how about a
coffee-house? I don't mean the
Tuesday band night down on
Lower Campus, but a real cof
fee-house where new questions
and ideas can be discussed in a
comfortable atmosphere over a
cup of coffee. Brown has one. Is
the student-body at Brown that
much more intellectual than
here at PC? I think not. Why
drive across town for intellec
tual stimulation?
I have a serious question:
why is it that Pythagoras de
cided to make a theorum and
how did it gain such importance
that it touches everyone's life
today? Geez, I'd love a cup of
coffee and someone to discuss
this with. I guess I'd better go

^jveiH ^Tha^ej^treet^
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Response to Club Allocations
Democrats Will Have the Last Laugh
To th e E d ito r:

sexual rights bill— guaranteeing
gays and lesbians the right to
marry, adopt, and act as camp
counselors, teachers, etc.— with
criminal penalties for any who
resist, the death of school choice,
a federal law to codify Roe v. Wade
and mandateabortion on demand
in all 50 states! try to contain your
lau gh ter. . . )
The good governor, however,
cannot be faulted; he told the
American people he never in
haled— is this guy for real? But
I'm sure Bill Clinton never used
drugs just like he never showed
up for the draft. People seem to
think the same about the VicePresident, so let's get the story
straight once and for all. Dan
Quayle served his country, like
many Americans did, by joining
the National Guard. Bill Clinton
says he was exempted by joining
ROTC, but the good governor
NEVER showed up. He really
pulled a fast one on the United
States; what a funny guy . . .
If the humorous governor gets
elected this November, I hope the
American people will able to con
tain themselves as he raises our
taxes with much support of the
many special interest groups who
can't wait to see the governor's

Inresponsetotheeditorial "Re
publican H um or" in the Septem
ber 24th issue of The Cowl, 1 find it
amusing that Lisa Carroll gets
such a jolt out of President Bush
and his re-election efforts. She
appears to have subscribed to the
new theory in American politics
that the President waves his magic
wand and legislation passes be
fore the public's very eyes. The
Congress, which is controlled by
the Democrats, seems to have NO
part in the legi slative theory which
Ms. Carroll embraces.
In the denigration of Bush and
the Republican Party, the Editor
fails to mention the biggest laugh
of the whole election, the Clinton/
Gore ticket. The Democrats have
done it yet once again. The only
difference between Bill Clinton
and Walter Mondale is that Walter
Mondale actually told the truth
a b o u t w an tin g to T A X and
SPEND. Bill Clinton's speech at
the Democratic Convention, along
with the D em ocratic Platform
would lead us to believe that a
Clinton presidency will produce
a huge new federal tax increase, a
national health scheme costing
hundreds of billions of dollars
annually with business forced to
pay the costs, a federal homo

smiling face on 1600 Pennsylva
nia Ave.
President George Bush is
clearly the only choice Americans
have in the upcoming election.
You CANNOT blame one man
for economic hard times and it
would show ignorance to do so.
And if you remember, about a
year ago, Bush was riding high in
the polls until the economy started
to slump, then so did his ratings.
Do people forget that the economy
has gone up and down from this
co u n try 's beginning? George
Bush alone has NOT m ade the
econom yslum p. In terms of lead
ership, there is absolutely NO
comparison; President Bush lives
up to and beyond the role of Com 
m ander in Chief while Clinton
couldn't fill the shoes of Beetle
Bailey. George Bush has shown
integrity, honesty, and other traits
which make true leaders great.
Bush has not lied to the American
people, as the Editor suggests.
After all, politics is the art of com 
promise and Bush had no inten
tion of raising taxes as he cam 
paigned in '88. If Bush is not re
elected this November, be ready
to contain yourself; all that laugh
ing may give you a stomach ache.

Michael Rush
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To the Editor:
A year ago, a group of stu
dents began work on what
would eventually becom e
Prism: The Providence College
Student Journal. With the help
and encouragement of many
members of the faculty and
administration, the spring se
mester of 1992 witnessed the
first publication of Prism, a
journal dedicated to provid
ing student-scholars with a
means by which to publish
their work.
The first issue we addressed
was funding. After meeting
with Father McPhail, it was
agreed that Student Services
would pay for the publication
of the first issue only. Thereaf
ter, Prism would be subject to
allocations from Student Con
gress.
This decision was consid
ered fair and equitable at the
time. We reasoned that Stu
dent Congress would see the
inherent value in a publica
tion which holds high the scho
lastic worth of the Providence
College student. Many mem
bers of the faculty and admin
istration expressed support for
our efforts in the initial con
ceptual phase because they
believe Providence College
needs to take every opportu
nity to reassert its position as a
highly respected educational
institution. A scholastic jour
nal, created and published by
students at Providence Col
lege, was perceived by many
to be such an opportunity.
However, we have just re
ceived the decision of our allo
cation hearing with Student
Congress. We presented a
budget based on real numbers,
reflecting the true production
costs which are necessary for

com plete p u b lica tio n of
Prism this year. In total, we
asked for $787.16. The ma
jority, fully 71 percent of the
cost, was to pay for a labor
charge of $0.05 per copy
made by the print shop in
thebasementofHarkins. The
second highest total was
$99.40 to pay for all of the
paper which would be used
in the final publication of
Prism. The remaining por
tion of our budget was to
buy miscellaneous goods,
from reference texts to com
puter disks, bought with
money from our own pock
ets last year, which are es
sential to the ongoing publi
cation of this journal.
We received $300.00.
This was both a shock and
an insult. Not just to the staff
of Prism, but also to the en
tire academic community at
Providence College. Though
we are discouraged and dis
appointed by this decision,
we are now more committed
than ever to see Prism suc
ceed.
If you support the idea
upon which Prism is based,
specifically that students
who produce papers of high
quality deserve to have their
efforts recognized, then lend
us your support. Let Stu
dent Congress, the faculty,
and the administration know
that you support Prism. To
gether we can restore fund
ing to a project which seeks
to further the mission of
Providence College, which
is to further "...the intellec
tual development of its stu
dents."
James M. Ludes '93
Brian Felicetti '93
Amy Clarke '95
Editorial Board o f Prism
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&IS HOLDING A MODELING
SEARCH IN PROVIDENCE.. DO
YOU HAVE "THE LOOK"..
COME IN AND FIND OUTMEET WITH OUR EUROPEAN
DIRECTOR.. THIS COULD BE
YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO
WORK WITH A LEGITIMATE
SCOUTING GROUP- THE
MARRIOT HOTEL, PROVI
DENCE. WEDNESDAY OCTO
BER 7 th - AT 6:15pm
>pn RESERVATIONS ARE NOT REQUIRED
BUT ARE RECOMMENDED
(212)691-1149
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Roving Photographer— °ctobet1,1992

Besides painting the Slavin benches, what do
you think PC could do to improve its image?

Brian Whelehan '93, Christy Pardo '93,
Sheila Lennon '93: Indude 61 Eaton in the
Friar's Club tours.

Kacy Boehm '95, Bridget Walsh '95,
Rebecca Pritts '95, Chrisie Butler '95, Erin
Callaghan '95, and Mary Jane McDonald
'95: Paint them back!

Chris Kittel '95, Tim King '95: Provide
escalators from Fennel up to campus.

Brian Horan '93, Ray Greiche '93: Get rid
of this!

______
Sheila McGovern '93: Give everyone a
Friar’s Q ub jacket.

Fr. Kehew, O J\ : Continue to emphasize
the soda! dimension of living in a wider
community, the dty of Providence.

Greta Collins '96, Dawn Couto '96: Either
get rid of the mice in our room in
Raymond or give us a cat!

Steph Rapp '94: Give PC "Five-0" Uzi's
and fragmentation grenades.

ALLOCATIONS ARE IN!!
by Lisa W alsh '93
Executive T reasurer
Overall, Student Congress was
given$300,700 to distribute to the vari
ous clubs and organizations on cam
pus. The allocation process was not
easy; the Finance Committee and my
self had to decide on amounts that
were based on the past activity of the
particular club, the relevance of the
expenses proposed in the budget, and
the planned activities. We believe that
the amounts shown above are fair and
have been decided upon by using our
best judgements.
This year a few changes have been
made to control club funds and reduce
the chances of overspending. All food
ordered from Raymond Cafeteria must
be approved by either Craig Frick
(President of Student Congress) or
myself. No bill will be paid unless there
is a record of our approval. The same
goes for the copy center; in addition to
a signature from Student Services, the
club must have our signature. It is ad
vised that measures should be taken to
cut do wn on the amount of copies to be
printed, because each club will be held
financially responsible for them. The
photocopy machine in the Congress
office is not for large volume copying.
A club can copy up to 20 pages free of
charge - after that there is a 10 cent fee.
Poster paper and markers are available

in the Student Congress office. Don't
forget about ads in The Cowl to publi
cize your event!
Due to the fact that all club funds are
limited, and trips to the copy center
can be pretty expensive, all club offic
ers should contact the Public Relations
Committee to find out about FREE ad
vertising. The white boards, blinker
boards, and TV monitors in Slavin are
great ways to get your message across
at no charge!
One last thing, every club that came
in proposed great events. I heard tons
of great ideas that were new and cre
ative and would really get the support
of a lot of students at PC. Unfortu
nately, the money for all these events
just wasn't there, bu t that doesn't mean
they can't happen! Two or three (or
more) clubs can pool their ideas and
money together to sponsor an activity
on campus, and there are always
fundraisers. So just because you may
not have gotten the am ount you
wanted, it doesn't mean you can't put
your ideas into action!
If anyone has any questions about
the allocation process, the determina
tion of allotted amounts or anything
about club finances, please feel free to
contact me through the Student Con
gress office. I'm really looking forward
to working with everyone this year. To
start things off on the right foot, there
will be a meeting for all club presidents
and treasurers on Thursday, October
1st at 4:00 p.m. in '64 Hall. See you
then!

The Allocations for
1992-1993
B.O.P.
Commencement 1993
J.R.W.
Class of 1995
Class of 1996
ACC
ACM
AIESEC
Accounting
Afro-American
Amnesty Itn'l.
Art
Asian
BMSA
CEC
Dance
Economics
Education
Envir./Wildlife
French
Gender Equality
Health Policy Mgmt.
History
Italian
Management

$132,500
$60,000
$42,000
$ 2,000
$ 1,000
$5,000

$100
$ 1,000
$ 1,000
$ 1,000
$900

$100
$100
$900
$ 1,000
$550
$700
$ 1,000
$900
$150
$600
$150
$300
$400
$275

Marketing
NAACP
OCRO
PC Pals
Pastoral Council
Pi Mu Epsilon
Political Science
Prism
Psi Chi
Raquetball
College Republicans
Residence Board
Pershing Rifles
Rorshach Theatre
Rugby (men)
Rugby (women)
SADD
Sailing
Snowboard
Self Defense
Spanish
SOAR
Student Congress
Volleyball
Weight Training
Young Democrats

Total:

$750

$200
$550
$3,000
$8,500
$150
$800
$300
$900
$3,000
$600
$3,250
$600
$500
$5,500
$2,150
$800
$750

$100
$2,500
$600
$ 2,000
$6,575
$1,500
$400
$600
300,700
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Senior
Fest!

HARVESTFEST TICKETS ARE AVAIL
ABLE IN THE OFFICE OF COLLEGE
EVENTS, HARKINS 108 (next to Alumni
Office), FOR THOSE STUDENTS OVER 21
WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 30th TO WEDNES-

Chicken & Rib
Jamboree
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9:00 AM TO 12:00 AND FROM 1 : 0 0 ,
TO 4:00PM
TICKETS ARE $12.00 (limit one per student)

Saturday, October 3rd
2:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

NO HARVEST TICKETS WILL BE AVAILABLE
FOR STUDENTS AFTER OCTOBER 7th.

Buses begin shuttling
from Lot D at 1:30 p.m.
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE ID CARD REQUIRED
TO PURCHASE TICKETS.
LOST TICKETS CANNOT BE REPLACED. STUDENT
TICKETS CANNOT BE REPLACED AT THE DOOR
it* /, ,
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Minutes of the
Student Congress
Meeting
Minutes for the September 28th meeting
are as follows:
A nnouncements:
•M onday and Tuesday - Focus
groups are needed
•Eddie Searight is a BMSA member
•Posted signs need to be signed by
Student Services
•If anyone wants advertisements, see
Maureen Marro for publicity for
WDOM
C ommittees:
Finance: Voting on Allocations
Food: Meeting on Wednesday, Oc
tober 7th at 4:00 p.m. in Raymond
Cafe.
Elections: Thursday elections from
9:30a.m. to4:00p.m. in Lower Slavin.
Elections Committe should meet at
3:30 p.m. in the Congress office to
start tallying.
Clubs and Organizations: The key
to the new club room is in Jim Kane's
mailbox. There will be a meeting
Thursday, Octoberlst at 4:00 p.m. in
'64 Hall (Finance Committee must
attend also).
P u b lic
R e la tio n s:
M aureen
Montegari announced that the orga
nization of Peaceful Co-Existance will
be a monthly four page newsletter.
There will be a meeting for the com
mittee o Wednesday, September 30th
at 4:00 p.m.
Time/Sp ace: Jen Meehan announced
that on October 4th all committee

J
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—Stu d en t C o n gress
*1

heads must hand in reports.
B oards:
BOP: The movie "Hook" will be play
ing in '64 Hall at 8:00 p.m. and 10:00
p.m. on Thursday, October 1st. On Fri
day, October 2nd, buses leave Slavin at
5:00 p.m. for the Red Sox/ Yankee
game. On Saturday, October 3rd, Tom
DeLuca will be in Alumni Hall at 7:30
p.m. Tickets are $3 each. "The Fisher
King" is playing Sunday, October 4th
at 8:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m. in '64 Hall.
OCRO: Cathy Morelli encourages ev
eryone to sign up for Block Councils in
Slavin. If there are problems with offcampus, call Rhonda at 831-0511 or
272-HELP. The neighborhood clean
up is Sunday, October 4th at 1:00 p.m.
Participants should meet in the Pit.
Residence: Appointment of a new vice
president. ????
ACC: Melissa Silva announced Apt. C
had an appointed president, Chris
Rossi.
N ew B usiness:
•Resolution FS-03-43 concerning the
Committee on Finance passed.
C lass R eports:
'93: Tickets for Clambake are on sale
now for $15.00 in Slavin.
M oderator' s C omments:
•Fr. McPhail is seeking input about the
Student Handbook and the Code of
Conduct.
•There is a new housing policy for
incoming freshmen. Two years living
on campus is mandatory.

£*
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OCRO
NEIGHBORHOOD
CLEAN-UP
Sunday,O cotber 4 th
All clubs th a t sign ed up to work
at th is w eek's clean-up, p lea se
m e e t in Slavin Pit at 1 :0 0 p.m .

Attention students:
Volunteers are need to signup
for Focus Groups and
Block Councils. If you are
interested, please stop by the
Student Congress office, Slavin
109, or call 865-2419.
Your input is needed!

'94

(A[pvember 12th-15tfi
Qet (Ready!
(BidSafes are
October 13th-21st

A.C.C.
Cookout Thursday, October 8th
4:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Behind Apartment B
$1.00 All you can eat!
hamburgers* hotdogs •soda

Marketing Club
Meeting
Tuesday, October 6th
Slavin 217 at 6:30 p.m.
All majors are welcome.
Find out what M arketing is
ALL ABOUT!

LIBER A L A R TS
M A JO R S
Have you considered the
B u sin e ss S tu d ies P ro g ra m ?
If you are presently an undeclared student or
are considering a LIBERAL ARTS major but
wish to also consider BU SIN ESS, perhaps I can
be of some assistance to you.
The BU SIN ESS STU DIES PROGRAM con
sists of seven business and business-related
courses that students can take to supplement a
non-business major.
The offical Fall semester enrollment period for
the program will be Wednesday. Septem ber
23rd through Friday, November 6th.
Detailed information packets about the pro
gram with an attached application form are
available at 103 Koffler Hall, 9a.m.-4p.m. Mon
day though Friday.
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Arts & entertainm ent—
^In The Spotlight

Christine Loftus: Brilliance In A Brushstroke
by Ken Cornwell '93
Asst. A&E Editor
The first thing that
catches your eye when you
see Christine's paintings is the
bright vivid colors; the red,
blue and green shades seem to
jump right off the canvas. Then
you find you rself getting
caught up in the energy of the
work. Youreyeismesmerized
by her paintings.
These are just a few of
the impressions that I had of
the exciting work of Christine
Loftus. A senior art major con
centrating on painting, Chris
tine found time in her busy
schedule to let me talk with
her about her growth as an
artist, her influences and her
plans for the future.
Art has always been a
par t of Christine's life, but until
recently it was mostly just a
hobby. "I d id n't take any
classes in high school," she
explains. "I took classes out
side of school, sometimes at
m useum s." When the time
came for college, Christine
chose to attend PC, attracted
by the chance to get not only
training in art but also a strong
liberal arts education. It was
during her sophomore year
that she decided to put her full

effort into her art. Her ex
tremely positive experience in
the P ietrasan ta program
helped to solidify her goals.
This program, required of all
PC art majors, involves sum
mer study in Europe, includ
ing a month in Pietrasanta,
Italy. "You dedicate so much
of your time in that program,"
Christine explains. "W e spent
four or five hours a day draw
ing and the rewards were in
cred ible. My exp eriences
helped me to get over a lot of
doubts."
Since her retu rn,

Christine has not looked back.
Currently, she's working on a
series of paintings on large
canvas. Theseabstractexpressionist works are focused on
color working together with
brush-stroke. She usually be
gins with some kind of visual
idea from a magazine or some
thing she has observed. This
idea is used as a jumping off
point from which Christine
continually expands. Often,
the finished product is miles
away from the original visual
idea. Christine finds that the
subject or the details are not

Student painter C hristine Loftus '93

that important, except as a
start. Instead, she finds herself
energized by the colors and
the brush work.
Christine has been in
fluenced by many artists, but
her most important influences
are more personal. Jim Baker,
a painting professor at PC, and
Jeff Caporizzo, a '92 graduate,
have offered strong support
and encouragement. Also, her
parents have been unwaver
ing in their support. "They al
ways tried to expose me to
whatthey didn't have," Chris
tine says. 'They don't always
understand my work, but they
are always curious and sup
portive/' Christine believes
that the support of parents is
vital; you can't go wrong with
their encouragement.
In addition to her art
work, Christine has several
projects outside of the studio.
She is the editor of the Portfo
lio, an annual PC art journal
that includes art history ar
ticles and student profiles of
studio work. The exact format
of this years journal is tenta
tive right now, but Christine is
looking for people to get in
volved. It is an important

Total
InTENsity
WDOM’s Top 10
Most
Requested Songs/
Albums
Of The Week
WDOM Request Line:
865-2091
10. The Ram ones M ondo
Bizarro
9. Temple of the Dog "Say
Hello to Heaven"
8. Morissey 'Tomorrow"
7 .9 Inch Nails Broken
6. Sugar Copper Blue
5. Annie Lennox "Walking on
Broken Glass"
4. Peter Gabriel "Digging in
the Dirt"
3. INXS "Welcome to Wher
ever You Are"
2. R.E.M. "Drive"
1. Singles Soundtrack

Coming next week:
"Skipping Sequence"
Storms Babyhead as
covered by Theresa
and Ken!

continued on page 15
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12" Medium Cheese
Pizza
only

Limited Time Offer!

Ron^io Pizza
_________________________________________________________________

Free Delivery
On Campus/Off Campus
8-2777 / 274-3282
_________________________________________________
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A Fitting Grand Finale
For Allen And Farrow
by M ik e Saucier
A&E Editor______________
Husbands and Wives marks
the 13th collaborative effort of
Woody Allen and Mia Farrow.
Assuming that this collabora
tion will be the last for Mr.
Allen and Ms. Farrow, it can
be said thatHusbands and Wives
is a more-than-fitting "grand
finale" in a genre of Allen films
notorious for being filled with
"marvelous sexuality", as Judy
Davisfthe film'sSally) phrased
it in this m onth's Esquire
magazine.
"Marvelous sexuality" can
not by any means be an over
statement when talking about
Husbands and Wives, or most
Woody Allen films in general.
Mr. Allen most definitely is an
authority on the perils, pitfalls
andthepowerofloveand sex.
In Husbands and Wives, Mr.
Allen's uncanny flair of cap
turing people being people
brings to the movie an unadul
terated vision of men and
women that most films do not.
The film is set in Manhat
tan and begins with a scene in
which Jack and SallyfSydney
Pollack and Judy Davis) an
nounce their separation to the
startled ears of their best
frien d s G abe and Judy
Roth(Woody Allen and Mia
Farrow). This somewhat stun
ning opening scene not only
sets up the story that will trace
both couples through the pas
sage of a year, but also sets up
the irony of the ending where
we see a role-reversal;Gabe
and Judy become estranged
while Jack and Sally reunite.
In the course of the film, we
see all four characters take on
various love interests, all
which, save Judy's, come to
nothing. Jack begins to date a

young
aerobics
instructor(Lysette Anthony)
who has a penchant for astrol
ogy and i s humorously labeled
by Gabe as a "cocktail wait
ress." Gabe, in concordance
with Jack, takes on a younger
love interest. Enter twentyyear- old Columbia student
Rain(Juliette "Orally Fixated"
Lewis), pupil in Gabe's writ
ing class.
The wives also become in
volved outside of their mar
riages. Sally begins seeing the
good-looking
editor
Michael(Liam Neeson) who
falls for her, much to the dis
may of Judy who ironically
has fallen for him.
What makes the plot be
lievable and interesting is the
manner in which the movie is
molded. Most of it is filmed
with what seems to be a home
video camera. This effect,
coupled with the interviews
of the ch aracters by an

WO

offscreen, omniscient narrator,
brings a sense of intimacy and
achieves a "beneath the sur
face" effect that allows us to
see the clumsiness of the char
acters. We catch the charac
ters yawning, stuttering and
tripping-common things that
most other movies overlook.
The jump- cuts from the inter
views to the action success
fully serve to eliminate repeti
tion and unim portant dis
course. The characters are
sometimes cut off in mid-sen
tence and instead of having to
tire through boring dialogue,
the audience is presented with
a new scene.
Husbands and Wives works
well. Mr. Allen is revolution
ary with the camera, and his
insights on human nature re
main unsurpassed by any
other director. Say what you
want about Woody Allen the
person; Woody Allen the art
ist is in a class by himself.
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Lend Me Your Ear For
Me A Tenor
by Th eresa Brophy
Assf. A&E Editor
If you have never been to a
play at Trinity Repertory The
atre, there is no time like the
present to take advantage of
the quality entertainment that
this company has to offer. Lend
Me A Tenor is currently show
ing through October 11th and
certainly proves worthy of its
"blockbuster com edy" re
views. Not to mention the fact
that you can obtain a coupon
in the BOP office that enables
you to attend the performance
for only $8.00 ,a price which
iswhich is half-off regular stu
dent admission. So what are
you waiting for?
Lend Me A Tenor will keep
you laughing from beginning
to end with its highlights simi
lar to a sitcom like Three's Com
pany. It's got all of the key
ingredients to add spice to the
plot - confusion, door-slam
ming, mistaken identities and
misinterpretations. The year
is 1934 and the city is Cleve
land. The action takes place in
the hotel suite of the infamous
Italian Opera star Tito Morelli.
Tito, played by actor Keith
Jochim, isoverweight, fun-lov
ing, and admired by every
woman character in the play,
including Maggie Saunders,
daughter of the man who owns
the opera house. Tito is left
under the care of Max (Fred
Sullivan, Jr), the simple, ner
vous, nerdy Cleveland Opera
House Manager ,with a slight
resemblance to Clark Kent,
who is in love with Maggie.
Max's task is not difficult. He
is to keep Tito content and
comfortable before his appear
ance in Othello that night. It
doesn't seem like too much to

handle, does it?
In a short time, these two
become friendly, and before
you know it, Tito is teaching
Max how to perfect and re
lease his singing voice. In his
broken English, Tito, with his
arm around Max's shoulders,
says, "Repeat after me - I'm
the best, I'm Max, I sing good."
The scene is heartwarming and
humorous as the two stand
side by side belting out Italian
lyrics. All of a sudden, Max is
enlightened to his own hid
den talent and frustrations,
and he is actually good!
In trying to help Tito relax
before the show, Max slips a
couple of sleeping pills into
Tito's drink. What he doesn't
realize is that Tito has already
taken some of the pills. You
can probably guess what hap
pens next... That7s right, Max
has to take Tito's place onstage,
and the commotion begins.
The sight of the two Othellos
being chased in and out of
doors by Tito's boisterous
wife, an Italian singing bell
hop, Maggie, and Desdemona,
the female lead in the opera, is
only one of the more hysteri
cal moments of the show. The
shuffling of the performers
moves quickly, and the timing
is right on target.
The professionalism of the
Trinity performers was re
markable and impressive, and
the audience ( a good-sized
crowd for a Sunday afternoon)
was appreciative and highly
amused. LendM eA Tenor ful
filled all of the effective quali
ties of a hit comedy, and is a
rformance not to be missed.
,whetheryou'reanavid the
atre- goer or have never even
attended a play, take the op
portunity to check it out. It's
well worth the eight dollars.
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C h ristin e L o ftu s
continued from page 12
able exposure to student art
ists.
Christine is also in
volved in career planning as a
job search specialist in adver
tising. This involves helping
out students who may be in
terested in going into that field.
However, a job in the adver
tising field does not seem to be
on her agenda. "I'm definitely
not interested in that field
myself," she says. 'There's too
much stress and competition
involved. And the chances of
getting into [advertising]
aren't that good." Eventually,
Christine would like to teach.
She remembers how she got
her first training, which was

THE COURSE OF YOUR LIFE.

character and management skills. All
Look forward to the future with con
the credentials employers look for.
fidence. Enroll in Army ROTC, an elec
ROTC is open to freshmen and
tive that’s different from any other
c o l l e g e c o u r s e . ROTC o ffers LEADERSHIP sophomores without obligation and
requires about 4 hours per week.
hands-orr lead ersh ip training.
It will put y r life on a whole
Training that gives you experience
new course.
and helps build self-confidence,
U X C E LI-E N C y

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

For More
Information
Call
Captian Borden

865-2025

in museums, and would like
to be involved in that kind of
atmosphere. She feels that it is
inspiring to work with kids
ana older people at the same
time. Christine thinks that their
enthusiasm and inspiration is
wonderful.
With grad school ap
plications in the mail, the fu
ture for Christine seems un
certain butpretty exciting. Her
focus right now is her senior
thesis show in the spring
which will mark the end of her
PC career. She seems reluc
tant to look too far into the
future, but you can be sure
that we will be hearing more
from this bright, talented art
ist in the coming years.

The American Studies Department
Presents:

C h ristin e L avin
In C oncert
Monday, October 19 ,1 9 9 2
at 7 p.m. in ’64 Hall

Tickets will be sold at $10 for students and $15
for general admission. For tickets or for more
information, contact Richard Testa at 865-2708.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------J

BOP Spotlight:

Saturday, October 3rd

Meet the Lecture Committee!

Lecture Presents:

Tom DeLuca
7 :3 0 p .m .
A lu m n i H a ll
The BOP Lecture Com m ittee: (from l. to r.)
M elissa C onroy '94, Jim M cQ uillan '93, D anielle H eutz '94
(Photo by Dina A steriades, Photography Editor)
by Tim R id ge '93
BOP C orrespondent
The follow in g is the first in a
series o f articles that will focus
on the individuals that com 
prise the different comm ittees
o n th eB o a ra o fP ro g ra m ers. We
would like to thank them fo r all
their hard w ork—w ithout them,
the board could not function as
a whole.
When you go to see Tom
DeLuca's amazing show this
Saturday, you'll see the work
of Melissa Conroy '94, Jim
McQuillan '93 and Danielle
Heutz '94— the BOP Lecture
Committee. Remembering last
year's big success of Tom's
show here, Danielle says,"I
hope that even more people
will come, watch and partici
pate in this year's show. I think
the Lecture Committee has a
lot to offer the students this
year. We have many programs
coming up this year that stu
dents should not miss."

Melissa Conroy finds
that " If s so interesting try
ing to find diverse people to
come and speak here. We
try to find programs that
we ourselves would be in
terested in attending and do
our best to make sure they
come to PC." Melissa also
wants people to know that
"lectures don't have to bor
ing in order to be educa
tional." She pointed out that
Bob Hall's talk on sexuality
was informative while also
being very funny.
Jim McQuillan, often
quoted in The Cowl pages,
says," Idon'thaveanything
interesting to say, except
that all or us on the BOP
hope that you will come to
see Tom DeLuca this Satur
day and have a great time!"
We would like to thank
Danielle, Melissa, and Jim—
keep up the good work,
guys!

Friday, October 2nd
Trauel Presents:

Red Sox vs. Yankees game
Fenway Park, Boston
Tickets--$5 in the BOP
Office
Buses leave Peterson at
5:30 p.m. - game starts at
__________ 7:00 p.m._________

Monday, October 5th
Trauel Presents:

Medieual
M anor
Tickets~$15 in the BOP
Office, must be over 21!
Buses leave Peterson at
6:30 p.m. - show starts at
8:00 p.m.

T i c k e t s - - $ 3 in t h e B O P
O ffic e

*

Recipient of the
N.A.C.A. Entertainer
of the Year Award!
Tuesday, October 6th
Coffeehouse Presents:
9:00 p.m. - 12:00 a.m.
The Last Resort

Coffee, Soda, Cider & Donuts: 50 cents
* Bring your talents and sing, play an
instrument, act or dance!
* CASH PRIZES for the best performance of
the night!

Thursday,October 1st
Film Presents:
9 L

o

o

(q

8:00 p.m. & 10:00 p.m.
'64 Hall
$2 per person - candy and
popcorn will be sold

Sunday, October 4th
Film Presents:

tTfie fFisfter Offing
8:00 p.m. & 10:00 p.m.
'64 Hall
$2 per person - candy and
popcorn will be sold

BOP
ICfoCd Stars o f tfie

l

•

Weeks

•
F ilm
: C om m ittee:
•Jen Dauer '94
•John Hogan *95
I Crista
• Salvatore '95
•Matt
I Worthen '95
•
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Just Pull The Plug
by N oelle Cusack
Asst. Features Editor
Ah, it's Friday, the only day
of the week thatyou don't have
class until 10:30. It doesn't
b o th er you w hen your
roommate's alarm goes off at
7:15 because you still have two
and a half hours of sleep. It
doesn't even bother you when
the snooze alarm sounds again
at 7:23 because you can slip
right back into a dream. The
problem occurs, however,
when the alarm sounds again
at8:00. This time, the sound of
Color Me Badd's latest hit is
about as welcome as Rhonda
would be if she showed up on
your doorstep Friday night.
Now there is no escape - you
have been awakened too many
times.
For those of you who don't
yet know how to operate your
alarm clocks (and this is by no
means only for freshmen) here
is a guide to all of the possible
choices that your average
S o n y -P e rfe ct-S le e p er-a n d
Waker-Upper has to offer:
Sleep - Despite its name,
this button simply provides
you with another song to try
to figure out all the words to
before you fall asleep. You
know , those songs like
"Moondance" that you can
never remember all of the
words to? "Sleep" also gives
ou the option of up to one
our of music in ten minute
intervals.

Snooze - "Snooze" is the
most frustrating button. It al
lows you to shut off your alarm
for roughly eight minutes.
While your roommates are
valuing their sleep, chances are
that you will already be in the
shower when your 7:30 alarm
re-activates at 7:38. This pre
sents a problem of gargantuan
proportions because your halfasleep roommate will have to
get out of his or her warm bed
to either attempt to turn off
your alarm, make sure you're
conscious, or pull the plug
right out of the wall. For you
victimized roommates, a sure
fire solution to this problem
wouldbe to punish your room
mate by going into the bath
room where they are shower
ing and continually flushing
the toilet until he or she is
squealing in agony.
Buzzer - This is a setting
which is standard on most
alarm clock radios. Not only
does this feature allow for
music to be played at a top
volume, but it creates an outof-tune, out-of-synch buzzing
sound to accompany the mu
sic. After buzzing monoto
nously for what seems like
hours, your room m ate
switches the buzzer off and
simply leaves the radio on.
Once you realize that under
neath the background buzz
ing you have been listening to
the Red Plot Chili Peppersbefore 8a.m., you are again jolted
from your bed to pull the plug
right out of the wall.
Alarm Reset - Hands down,

this is the worst button on the
clock. By pushing it, you turn
the alarm off for exactly 24
hours. This is great if you
happen to start classes at the
same time each day. The ma
jor dilemma, however, occurs
when your Friday morning
7:30 alarm is reactivated on
Satu rd ay m orning when
you're just rolling in from Fri
day night. I think you under
stand. If the urge on Friday
morning is to hit this sadistic
button, think twice ... pull the
plug right out of the wall.
Volume - Technically, this
doesn't qualify as a button,
but it does qualify as a pain in
the butt. It is possible that one
roommate could hear a pin
drop at a U2 concert, and the
other one seems to hear noth
ing. (For those of you who
missed that, I said, the other
one seems to hear nothing.)
The volume for one roommate
could be on 5 while the other
would be jolted out of bed by
N atalie C ole's w hispering
lullaby. Think about it this
way, if vour low volume radio
goesoff for a long enough time,
your roommate will eventu
ally get up and pull the plug.
So, keep it down.
Well, that's it. A word to
the wise is sufficient, right? So
do your roommates a favorwhen you get home tonight,
just make sure that the SonyPerfect-Sleeper-and-W akerUpper is turned off. If you're
just too delirious, I mean con
fused, to figure that out, just
pull the damn plug.
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Fun With
Your Brain

by Bill Fennell
Asst. Features Editor
Have you ever done
m e of those "brain teaser"
problems that gets you frusTated enough to belt Mother
Teresa right in the face? If you
iave, then read on, because I
im about to present some
irain teasers that require no
thought whatsoever. As a
matter of fact, most of the se:urity force could probably
;olve them. They're that easy,
'mgoing to start off wi th some
_'asy ones, and then work up
to the hard ones. If you find
yourself having trouble with
iny of the problems, then you
should im m ediately seek
xmnseling.
1. If I have ten coins in
my hand and they are all pen
nies, except for one coin which
f can't identify because it was
?ut on train tracks and flatened, what is the value of the
:oins?
2. If a dog runs into
:he woods and is savagely
ripped to shreds by angry lijns, is the dog most likely in
Africa or Downtown Des
Vloines?
3. Ralph has ten jars
if rhubarb jelly. If he gives
-hem all to Ed and Ed gives
them all to his mother, who
subsequently dies of food poi
soning, who will get her esate?
4. Clem is a farmer
with a problem. Every time he
milks nis cows, he opens up
lis chicken coops. After he
Finishes milking his cows, the
:hickens are always flying
eround the farm, and Clem is
breed to shoot them all with a
larpoongun. WherecanClem
50to get a gun that won't make
the cnickens explode when
shot?
5. If a German man
md an English man get on a
Tain bound for Puerto Rico,
md they both agree that whi te
wine is much tastier than ply
wood, then how long will it
take them to get to Puerto Rico,
provided that it's a twelve
rour trip?
6. I have in my hand
m e coin totalling fifty cents.
What coin is it, and how do
^ou know?
7. If Irish people are
letter skaters than Polish
leople, and Polish people are
letter skaters than Swedish
leople, and both Irish people
md Polish people skate faster
b an trucks, while Swedish
leople skate much like you'd
magine a flamingo would,
ben which of the three is most
ikely from Sweden?
8. Mark enjoys hear
ing about the evils of sexual
misconduct. If this is true,
b en which of the following
leople is Mark most likely
;oing to enjoy listening to : a
looker, a porno star, Bob
Huccione, or an elderly clois:ered nun?
9. Harry has three reictions. He smiles when he is
Y

s

happy, he frowns when he is
sad, and he throws his cal
against the wall when he i:
angry. What reaction coulc
one expect Harry to perform il
he was told that his wife hac
traded his prized collection 01
rare stamps in exchange foi
inform ation about how tc
make really great popovers?
10.
John has two broker
legs. Gary has a broken arm
Earl enjoys touching himself
Which or these three cannot,
under any circumstances, run
in the race on Thursday?
11.
One man gets paid
five dollars to lift one log
Another man gets paid fifteer
dollars to lift two logs. An
other man gets paid $ 200,00(
to be president. Still anothei
man gets paid ten million dol
lars to wipe out all corruptior
and disease. Who is the lattei
most likely to shoot dead?
12.
Frank has baseball or
Tuesdays, footballon Wednes
days, rugby on Thursdays
Foxtrot lessons on Fridays, anc
a "Miracles 101" class on Sat
urdays. By practicing which
of these activities can Fran!
help the Red Sox win the pen
nant?
13.
If Bob is on a plane
headed for France, and Ron is
on a plane headed foi
Tazmania, and both flights arc
serving "pot roast", and Bob's
plane goes down over the At
lantic in a flaming ball of de
struction, but injures no one,
and Ron's plane crashes into
the Eiffel Tower, killing ev
eryone on board, who is mosl
likely going to need his flota
tion device?
14.
Bill wants to hear Nei
Diamond on the radio, but his
friend Brian would much
rather hear Irish folk songs. Il
Bill pushes Brian out the win
dow, and Brian falls the si>
flig h ts, b u t su rv iv es anc
moves to Ecuador, will Bill lis
ten to "Song Sung Blue" 01
"Love on the Rocks"?
There, you see? Il
wasn't that hard, now was it:
YoureallyCAN do brain teas
ers! If you think you're ready
for something more advanced
try this one:
BO N U SIf Pau
needs to calculate the speed a
which his gerbil will plumme
to the ground when droppec
from a building that is 416.f
meters tall, to what degree wil
he have to factor in the wine
speed and direction, and wil
this have any effect on the
impact of the rodent on the
cement? If so, how can Ik
modify the results so that the
gerbil will simply bounce a
few times, and then walk a way
unharmed?
Actually, I'm sorry
That was a trick question
Unlike Brian in #14, tne gerbil
hasn't got a chance of surviv
ing, and even if it did, it prob
ably never even heard of Ecua
dor. I apologize for that mis
leading question, and to prove
my sincerity, I'm going to give
you the answer to one of the
other problems. Bush hasn '1
got a chance.
J
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The Good Somalian Policy
By Brian Cappello
Features Editor
Three recent visions in
spired this article. The first
wasa picture in the USA Today
of hundreds of feeble Soma
lian children sitting and wait
ing for their next meal. The
second was the sight of an offcam pus neighbor com ing
home from a hard day's work
looking about as weathered as
my front doormat. The third
inspirational sight was a sign
on the door o f the old Friar
Fan Attic store which reads
"Video Store Coming Soon".
So how do these three relate
and what is my point? Well, in
one case, we have starving chil
dren waiting on their next drop
of soup or crumb of bread.
Next, there is a hardworking
man waiting for his next paycheck to feed his family. And
in the third instance, we have
college students waiting for a
more convenient way to feed

their VCRs. Is it just me or
does one of these cases clearly
differ from the other two in a
rather absurd fashion?
Obviously, I am referring to
those spoiled Somalian brats
who act like they haven't eaten
in weeks when it’s probably
been a few days at the most
(just kidding). Clearly, the in
consistency lies within the case
involving the impending ar
rival of a video store. While
I've always suspected it, it
wasn't until I saw that sign
that I truly realized that col
lege students are amongst the
luckiest in the world.
Perhaps some of you fresh
men aren't convinced yet.
Think of it this way . . . To a
Somalian, dire thirst results
from going two or three days
without a drop of water. To a
collegiate, suen thirst is the re
sult of going two or three days
without a cold beer. To Soma
lians, happiness is having
enough clothes to cover their
entire body. To collegiates,

happiness is having enough
clean clothes to compile a rea
sonably well matching outfit.
To a Somalian, boredom re
sults from sitting on the dirt
ground waiting for food all
day. To a collegiate, this re
sults from sitting on a soft
couch watching cable all day.
Of course, I realize com
paring a college student to a
Somalian is a little extreme. So
let's simply contrast the ev
eryday collegiate to the every
day off-campus neighbor. To
an unem ployed neighbor,
frustration results from get
ting to a job interview only to
be told the job is filled. To a
collegiate, this phenomenon
results from getting to a keg
only to be told its already
kicked. Frustration for a neigh
bor may also resultfrombeing
too old to qualify for a job,
wheras the poor collegiate is
too young to get into a bar. For
the off-campus businessman,
anger results from arriving late
for an important meeting after
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getting stuck in traffic. To the
collegiate, such anger iscaused
from arriving home late for
Cheers after getting stuck talk
ing to someone in the library.
So no wonder the off-campus neighbors hate us. It's not
because we urinate on their
lawns. No way! They should
be paying us for such land
scaping services. It's simply
because they just plain resent
us! And I for one don't blame
them. If I had to care for a
bunch of screaming kids while
listening to a bunch of scream
ing drunks, I'd hate us too.
Similarly, why does the
Providence Journal hate us?
Easy. If you were stuck work
ing at such a low-class publi
cation, you'd want someone
to take your anger out on as
well. Hell, I wouldn't hesitate
to slander PC 'til the cows/
drunks came home if I was
one of them. And as far as the
cops go, think about it; they
have to put up with hundreds
of complaints about spoiled
drunk brats, yet if they take so
much as a sip of alcohol while
on duty, they're gone. So per
haps they've been known to
rough up a student or two.
Heck, if I were a cop, I'd beat
us kids up so bad, the only
noise we'd make would be
through a respirator.
So (finally), here's my point.
W hile the Good-Neighbor
policy is a fine idea, it simply
does not attack the heart of the
true off-cam pus problem .
Thus, the first thing the ad
ministration needs to do is in
stitute a required class titled
Off-campus 101. The class
would meet on Friday and
Saturday nights, and each stu
dent would meet at the home
o f a d ifferen t off-cam pus
neighbor. Class would entail
sitting in the livingroom and
simply watching TV or read
ing the newspaper all night
(while sober). Other students
would spend the night in the
back of a Providence police
car patrolling the off-campus
neighborhood. A few lucky
students will even have the
opportunity to break up a loud
crowded party and tell a bunch
of obnoxious kids that they
must disperse (sorry, no vio
lence allowed).
The fact is, it’s high-time that
we collegiates gained some re
spect for those that do not have
it even half as good as us.
While this plan may not sound
as severe as one that involves
banishing a student from the
cam pus for a semester, it
should prove equally (if not
more) effective. College stu
dents truly have it made, and
for those who do not believe it
yet, this course should cer
tainly highlight that fact. And
if that doesn't work, a trip to
Somalia should certainly do
the trick.
If by some fluke of nature I
don't end up making the 100
grand that I fully expect my
PC diploma to get me, I may
be forced to move back here
some day. And I'm not afraid
to admit that if those rotten
college kids so much as slow
down while walking by my
house, I'll have the shotgun
cocked and ready.

The JRW
Nightmare
by B eth B rez in sk i
C ontributing W riter
Okay, I've lived through
the first month of my junior
year and so far, my life could
not be better. I like my classes,
I love living off-campus, and
the girls I live with are great.
Every weekend has been a
blast and I've already made a
number of new friends. The
only problem is ... I don't have
a JRW date!!! Now, when a
close friend of mine first read
this, she said, "You're going to
tell everyone that you don't
have a date?" The way I see it
is that: 1) I am not alone by
any means, 2) Anyone who
knows me also knows that I
don't have a date, and 3) I am
not ashamed to admit this to
all of PC.
For freshm en who
may not know what this JRW
thing is, it's an entire weekend
in November when juniors get
their school rings, have both a
semi-formal and a formal din
ner dance, and then a brunch
on Sunday morning to end the
festivities. Oh, and yes, it is a
tradition to bring a date.
Well, bids go on sale
October 13, so I figure that
leaves me roughly 2 weeks to
find someone I want to spend
an entire weekend with -4
nights and 3 days. At first, a
bunch of friends and I had
talked about not dealing with
dates and just going stag, but
then the majority of us decided
that we wanted dates after all.
There are a few people I know
who either already have dates
or know who they want to go
with. Then - now here's a
nightmare - there are a few
people who thought they were
going to be asked by a particu
lar person but that person
asked someone else. As one of
my best friends says, "Expect
the unexpected or don't ex
pect anything at all."
So, if you don't have a
date or just haven't gotten
around to asking that special
someone yet, you are not
alone, and technically you still
have until the end or October
(or somewhere around there)
to resolve the situation. For
some of us, this may be the
longest month of our lives; but
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How Do You Spell Roommate . . . A-D-V-I-L
by K risten Gariepy
Features S taff Writer
What do you get when you
take seven PC girls, their boy
friends, their friends from
home, their parents, the end
less amounts of phone calls
and messages, their seven cars
and one house? Don't ask me
or my roommates because
we'd probably explode in your
face. No, I'm only kidding. I
know Td definitely get red in
the cheeks and a couple of
veins would emerge from my
forehead, but I could answer
with ease. After all, it was my
decision to rent a home with
six other girls this year. Things
are going pretty well, too. I
only want to commit myself to
a m ental institution about
three times a week and only
feel homicidal every other
Wednesday.
Anyway, my roommates
are anticipating this article
about as much as Friday fish1
in Ray Cafe or a Civ exam.
They know I'm about to de
molish their PC reps and tell
their innermost secrets. Did
you know that on Friday
nights Andrea dresses in ...
M aybe I should keep my
mouth shut. After all, I do need
a place to sleep.
How many other off-camus students wish they had
>ft their cars at home? I can
imagine the excitement. You

were psyched that the walk
from your room to your car
would only be 10 seconds in
stead of 10 minutes. The words
"Lot D" were never to be heard
again. The nightmares you'd
had about the stone-faced se
curity guard (you know, the
"rather large” one who just
glares and nods) would soon
be in the past. Ahhh...car
heaven. I felt the same. Instead,
every night I have to listen to
three people complain about
what we call The Car Situa
tion. I call it Annoying Neu
rotic Musical Cars. You see,
some of us have 8:30 classes
and some have ll:3 0 's (that's
me - be jealous). So the people
with the early classes want
their cars on the outside. This

is very reasonable. But what
happens when one of us wants
to go out on a Wednesday
n ig h t and takes their
barmobile? They come home
late and have m issed the
nightly routine of setting up
the cars to everyone's satisfac
tion. This leads to serious con
flict at 8:15. Is it so difficult to
move someone else's car? No
(unless it's a stick).Why would
someone let something this
trivial put them in a bad mood?
I'll never know.
The cars really are the big
gest problem. You can't park
in the driveway dining the day
for fear of blocking someone
who has a late class. If you do,
you're stupid because you
know you'll be asked to move

E

it three times. But there are
other things, too. I hate com
ing home, knowing one of my
roommates is there, and turn
ing the door handle only to
find it locked. I know this is
Providence (inner city vio
lence, you know), but do we
have to lock ourselves in like
prisoners? This is also aggra
vating when you have
armloads of books and laun
dry.
Then there's food. Well,
there really isn't anything to
gripe about because we all eat
the same stuff. But do you
know what it's like for seven
people to try to make their
in dividual d inners every
night? I'm always tempted to
just call Zabby's and avoid the

microwave wars. We don't
use the stove/oven - who
knows how to cook? And
the dishes? How hard is it to
put your dirty ones in the
dishwasher? I mean, we're
fortunate enough to have
one, why not use it?
Luckily, though, we have
a separate kitchen upstairs.
Too bad I can't light the gas
stove (for those rare occa
sions when I have a lovely
d inner p arty ). Too bad
there's no dishwasher, so we
haveto drag the used dishes
downstairs and let them pile
up with the ones that are
making a disgusting mess.
Too bad all of this makes
eating a very miserable ex
perience.
Now let me be truthful: I
do get frustrated. But it's
worth it. We have a great
house (huge, one person to
a bedroom). It's cool to come
hom e and alw ays have
someone there. You never
have to worry about not hav
ing something to do on the
weekends (of course you
need 2 hours for everybody
to shower). We rent movies
once in a while (bonding)
and catch up on each others'
lives. We're all learning a lot
about compromise, tolera
tion, and Advil. Someday
this off-campus experience
will be one to laugh about.
Hopefully, after my friends
read this, I'll survive until
that day.
“
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The American Studies Program at Providence College
was established in 1981.

From the program's inception,

there has been a great deal of confusion about the
discipline and its goals.

The following information

is meant to clarify the aims of American Studies and to
respond to the often-asked question:
American Studies?"
contact:

"What is

If you have further questions,

Richard Testa
office: Library 326
phone: x2708
address: Harkins 105

please

(mail only)

1. The Primary subject o f A m erican Studies is popular culture.

Newspapers,
of popular songs,

magazines,

radio and television programs,

political campaigns,
collegiate sports,

phonograph records,

comic strips,

movies,

professional and

musical comedies

constitute popular culture.

lyrics

—

these and more

2. The prim ary aim o f A m erican Sudies is to introduce students to different ways of
understanding A m erican culture.

For each student,

real learning consists not in the

accumulation of factual data but in the investigation of how
events and images affect and are interpreted by the American
population.
3. A m erican Studies students design their own programs.

Students are able to take their twelve hours (four courses)
of mandated Americaii Studies electives from among a variety of
courses offered in other disciplines.

A list of these electives

is posted before registration each semester.
only two non-seminar,

elective courses:

Hollywood Studio Era, 1930-1960"
during the Television Era"

The program offers

"Movies during the

(AMS 251)

and

"Hollywood

(AMS 252).

4. A m erican Studies is defined b y its seminars.

One seminar that is required in the junior year is "The Method
ology and practice of American Studies" (AMS 364). This course urges
students to investigate American culture for themselves. The task of
American Stiudies students is ,to make connections with all cultural
experiences and to recognize not only consensus in American culture,
but also conflict and division. The topics of the other seminars
vary. Next semester there will be coures on the "Golden Age of Ra
dio, 1926-1962" and "house UnAmerican Activities Committee.
Students in the discpline must take twelve hours of special seminars
-- one each semester, during Junior and Senior years. These courses
focus on concerns and issues of American life and organized from an
American Studies perspective.

5. A m erican Studies prepares students for the future

The Program is designed to provide a solid background for stu
dents interested in professional studies such as law, administration,
or teaching; MBA programs (most of which prefer non-business majors);
the financial world (which prefers people of talent whom it can
train); government or the civil service; jounalism or communications:
advertising; and graduate work in American Studies itself.
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Men's Soccer
continued from p. 22
Do you have any regrets?
BA: Ilnjuries, nut ostly dis
appointment that during my
sophomore and junior years
we didn't make the Big East
Tournament. Our team, espe
cially sophomore year, we had
it. We haven't made the tour
nament in my three years here.
I would make the same choice
agai, not only for soccer, but
for the atmosphere thatPC has
given me. If I couldn't play
soccer, I wouldn't transfer be
cause the school means so
much to me.
You mentioned not being
able to a be just a regular stu
dent most of the time. What
don't we know about Brian
Anselmo?
BA: Most people will tell
you I'm just like others. You
know, I go out when I don't

have work, and sometimes
when I do have work. All of us
are just like everyone else.
When Brian first came to
this smallNew England school
he had to define his role within
a group of very talented peers.
Now he is on the sidelines,
and he will find a way to make
his presence felt. He will be
there for practices, and games
to lend support in any way
possible. This is the kind of
guy who would breakaway
downfield, dribble through
four defenders, boot in a goal,
and then turn around to com
pliment his forward on an
inbounds throw. Teammates
come first. The team is his
number one priority. Or as he
puts it, we are "Eleven asone."

Tennis
continued from p. 23
went 1-2 with Brooks defeat
ing Jacki Gunthrop of Okla
homa State, one of the better
players in the Big 8. Dullea
lost her first two matches but
finished strong by defeating
Stacy Loring of Seton Hall.

The women will face St.
John's on Sunday and then
travel to Tufts for a Tuesday
match. The men will be ap
pearing in the EC AC Champi
onships next weekend.

Volleyball
continued from p. 24
ing very well. She is a smart
hitter. At the beginning, the
freshmen were tentative, but
they are picking up their in
tensity.
The freshmen, when
asked how easily they were
making the adjustment to col
leg e v o lley b a ll, each re
sponded sim ilarly . C ole
stated, "The competition is
consistently high, while in club
ball some teams were com

petitive and some were not."
Trudeau added, "The inten
sity of these games makes
them more fun." Tooley had
trouble adjusting to college but
said, "The team is positive and
always rooting for you."
Tne Lady Friars open Big
East play Oct. 3 at Pittsburgh.
The next home game is Wed.,
Oct 7 against Boston College.
Game time is 7:00 pm.

PC Sports Trivia
How Much Do You Really Know About
Friar Sports?
1. Name the Friar sports not affiliated with the
Big East Conference.
2. What men's hockey player holds the record for
most career penalty minutes?
3. Who holds the men's basketball record for
most points in a freshman season?
4. When was the last year that the men's basket
ball, women's basketball, and men’s hockey
team all qualified for the NCAA Tournament?
5. Who was the only Friar selected as the first
pick in the NBA Draft?
6. Which teams knocked the Friars from the
championship game in the 1973 and 1987 Final
Fours, respectively?
7. Name the lacrosse team's all-time leading
scorer.
8. Name the hockey Friars first All-American.
(Answers Next Week)

October 1,1992
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PC Athletes of the Week

Mike Ghelfi (E. Falmouth, MA)

Missy Dawson (Port Huron, MI)

He's back! The senior golf standout
finished first in the Big East Golf
C ham pionships w ith a tw o-day total
of 146 (70-76). H is one under par 70 on
Saturday was a personal best. PC
finished second in the tourney. The
last Friar to claim the title was Shane
Drury in 1986. He also tied M att
Z ito ’s 1979 record with a round o f 70.

The junior volleyball co-captainw as
named MVP of the URI Invitational,
which the Friars won. The outside
hitter registered 11 kills aginst BC and
nine kills in the cham pionship gam e
against URI. Dawson also picked up
two service aces in the decisive game
against URI. Her hitting percentage
for the three gam e series was .478.

\

Cross Country

Carroll Splashes To First
Despite Rain, Ireland Native Wins BC Invitational

by Julie C arroll
A ssistant Sports Editor
For most of you, Saturday
was a perfect day to stay in
side, catch up on homework;
anything but go outside in the
rain. However, this was not
the case for members of the
men and women's cross coun
try teams. Providence partici
pated in the Boston Colege In
vitational held at Franklin
Park. Despite the rainy condi
tions, Ray Treacy and his PC
ru nn ers w ere n ot to be
thwarted.
Mark Carroll, a PC sopho
more, did not let weather con
ditions stand in his way. The
standout from Ireland took the
day in his hands and walked
away with first place. For
Mark, the race was a five mile
neck and neck fight for first,
with V illan ov a's Terrence
Mahon constantly at his heels
and at times taking the lead.
However, Carroll maintained
his stamina and crossed the
finish line three seconds be
fore Mahon. Other PC top
finishers were Nick Jackson
(#6), Chris Teague (#7), and
ScottScody(#8). Despite these
fine performances, Providence
was not able to take first place
overall. The meet was sur
p risin g ly
taken
by
Villanova(#22 in the nation),
with Providence (#4 in the na
tion) finishing second, only
three points out of first, and
South Florida(#8 in the nation)
finishing third.
The Providence women
runners also took second place
overall at the BV Invitational.
Fine p erform an ces from
Sinead D elah u nty, Amy
Rudolph, and Jean Hughes

did not go unnoticed, despite
Villanova's sweep of first, sec
ond, and third .
Sinead
Delahunty came in fourth be
hind Villanova's Megan Flow
ers. Amy Rudolph finished#6,
and Jean Hughes #10, with
freshman teammate Meghan
McCarthy right behind in the
#11 spot. Providence easily
took second place, Boston Col
lege finishing third (forty-one
points out of second place).
The Men's Invitational win
ner, Mark Carroll, stated, "It
was a relaxing race. I love to
run at Franklin Park. Even
though the weather was not
that great, it did not bother me
in the least bit. I enjoyed the
neck and neck competition be
cause it was exciting when I
passed Mahon at the top of the
fast hill and ran in for first
place." Mark is very confi

dent that PC will win the Big
East title. "We are by far the
best team in the Big East,"
added Carroll, honestly. "We
have done very well despite
the fact that three of our very
good runners are injured."
Although Ray Treacy ex
pected that this w eekend
would determine where PC
stands, the rankings do not
speak for themselves. Provi
dence men dropped from #4
to #7 in national ranking, while
P.C. women climbed from#l 1
to #6. For the men, injury has
plagued overall success. Al
though the women's team is
very young they are holding
their own and improving with
each meet. This weekend, you
will not see the Friars in com
petition, but instead running
around PC earnestly prepar
ing for next weekend.

His wom en ranked #6 and his men ranked #7, Ray
Treacey has plenty of reasons to smile
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Lady Booters Even Record
Lady Friars .500 After 3-1 Dismantling of Monmouth

by Jim H effley
Sports Writer
There is a fine line that sepa
rates a good team from a great
team. The Lady Friars soccer
team is walking that line. The
Lady Friars have a good team,
a very good team, but when
you lose eleven players to
graduation from the year be
fore, and start the season with
ten freshmen making up half
the roster, greatness is a tough
thing to expect.
The Lady Friars are 4-4 this
season. Out of the first three
losses, all were by one goal,
with two of them being de
cidedinovertime. One of their
o vertim e losses was to
UCONN, who is ranked #3 in
the nation. "We have a really
good team ," said assistant
coach Liz Wynn. "When your
starting team has five to six
freshmen on it, you expect in
experience to be a factor. We
played a great game against

UCONN, butonceyou get into
overtime, it is usually experi
ence that wins the game."
The Lady Friars lost to a
tough Yale team 1-0 last
Wednesday. It was another
fru strating overtim e loss.
'T ale is a good team," contin
ued Wynn, "they are ranked
high in New England. They
are also a team that we can
beat; we were just outplayed
during certain moments of the
game."
The Lady Friars improved
their record to 4-4 on Sunday
with a 3-1 victory over
Monmouth. Monmouth drew
first blood when Stephanie
Soldo scored less then two
minutes into the game. This
was enough to wake the Lady
Friars out of an early game
slumber. The Lady Friars
dominated for the rest of the
half,
peppering
the
Monmouth goalie with eleven
shots, yet at the end of the half,
the score was still 1-0.

"Once we got to halftime,"
added Wynn, "Coach Crepeau
and I explained to the team
that they were outplaying
Monmouth. It was a just a
matter of getting the ball in the
net."
Keriy Lyons answered the
call and put the Lady Friars on
the board with a goal six min
utes into the second half. It
was her team-leading fifth goal
of the season. She was fol
lowed several minutes later
by Freshman Sharon Riddle,
who put the Lady Friars ahead
with a goal assisted by Erin
Valla. Three minutes later,
Riddle was at it again, notch
ing up her third goal of the
season and second goal of the
game. It was assisted by
Marilyn Pompeo.
The Lady Friars defense
held Monmouth to only three
shots on goal the entire day.
Meanwhile, the offense shelled
the Monmouth goalie with a
total of twenty-one shots.

C om piled by IA B S ta ff

Tennis Alumni
Set Sights
On Pro Tour
When most people hear teniis mentioned, Bangladesh is
lot the first place that comes
:o mind. Heck, it's not even
he last place that comes to
nind. However, for two Proviie n ce C ollege alum ni,
Bangladesh has been the only
iestmation on their minds for
:he last couple of months.
Former PC men's tennis
:aptains, Jeff Morneau and
dichael Gagliardi, are makng their dreams come true by
ilaying in a professional satillite
tournam ent
in
Bangladesh for the month of
Dctober.
Gagliardi and Morneau are
wo of PC men's tennis coach
lari LaBranche's prodigies.
*eff was the number one player
or the 1990-91 and 1991-92
ieasons; he also became the
irst Friar to crack the Volvo/
TCA Top 100, with a ranking
>f 68. Michael was the recipi;nt of the 1991-92 PC Sin Quo
'fon Award and boasts one
)fthe the all-time winningest
•ecords of any PC men's ten
ds player. The experience they
gained at PC will help them
:ompete at the professional
evel.
Many top ranked players

teams. It is only a ma tter of
time before the Lady Friars
become the team to beat.

Sophom ore M arilyn Pom peo is one o f the Lady Friars'
b rig h t, young perform ers

IAB Season Kicks Off

Where Are They Now?

by E liz a b eth C hisholm
Special to the Cowl

The Lady Friars have
proven that they can beat good
teams and keep up with great

begin their careers by playing
in satellites. These month long
tournaments are played all
over the world, and they give
players the opportunity to ac
cumulate points that could
add up to a world ranking.
"Bagladesh is the best place
to pick up a world ranking,"
stated Gagliardi, "because
most of the top competitiors
tend to go to satellites in Eu
rope or the US."
While Bangladesh may open
the door to young athletes
striving for a world ranking,
they have to survive the harsh
environment first. Jeff and
Mike have spent the greater
part of the summer condition
ing for the heat and humidity
in Bangladesh. Illness is an
other factor w hich often
knocks off competitors in that
area of theworld. Morneau
feels confident that they will
stay h ealthy, prom ising,
"We'll be all right as long as
we don't drink the water."
Armed with mosquito net
ting, bottled water, and of
cou rse
tennis rackets,
Gagliardi and Morneau are off
to take Bangladesh by storm.
There's no doubt in my mind
that their endeavor will prove
to be a successful beginning to
the climb up the professional
tennis ladder.

Intramurals have begun. It
is open to all students and staff
members. The emphasis of
intramurals is fun and fitness,
but it is also competitive. Right
about now is when the "Fresh
men 15" start filling out be
cause you haven't done any
thing yet. At this time, flag
football and the mixed doubles
tournament are underway.
Coming in two weeks is co-ed
Ultimate Frisbee and a little
later, wiffleball and 3 on 3 bas
ketball. So come on down to
the IAB office, grab a roster
and have some fun. Just do it!
Football started off its sec
ond week with a bang. The
favorites in the men's division,
The Youngsters, had two im
pressive victories led by Ten
nessee import Bill Hjorth. "Bill
the Thrill" had two touchdown
catches against a tough junior

r

team. Other tough teams in
clude, the Hesh Hutes, who
rolled over their opponents,
V.T.E., and The Breast-Feed
ing Waterlillies. Keep and eye
on Help Me Rhonda!, who
could be the comeback team
of the year.
In women's action, the top
teamsare ArchRivalsand Bom
to Run. ArchRivals, led by
Coach Chris Archacki, upped
their record to 2-0 with a win
over Wise Fools. Terry Brophy
and Eileen "Cuds" "Chi-Chi"
Cudahy led the potent offense
whileKellyKerriganand Kym
"L.T." Maas were unstoppable
on defense. Bom to Run is led
by Barbara Biello and
Stephanie Rapp. Another
team to watch for is the Tack
ling Toonces.
Freshmen teams that look
tough early are the X-men and
the Hyers. Come down to
Raymond Field and catch the
action!

In tennis, the brackets A and
B have been decided. In the A
bracket, the team o f Sean
Duggan and Megan Moser
(last year's runner up) are the
favorites. If you pass by and
don't hear Charlie Stanley
swearing at himself or his part
ner you know they are on there
way to victory. Some of the
other favorites include Tim
Sommer and Kim Bartlett, and
Liz C hisholm and Brent
Hardy.
In the B league, Mike
Zaleski and Kerry Lynch have
made it to the second round
without making a single serve.
John M cCarthy and Jackie
Driscol look promising, while
Karen Moti and Chris Caruso
ha ve displayed some great tal
ent. Mike Shannon and Julie
Morga, who talk a great game
but obviously don't play one,
had to settle for the B league
after their first round loss.

Sheraton Tara Scoreboard
This Week in Providence College Sports
Saturday, O ctober 3

Sunday, O ctober 4

M onday, O ctober 5
Tuesday, O ctober 6
W ednesday, October 7
Thursday, O ctober 8

W om en's Volleyball at Pittsburgh
M EN'S SOCCER VS. SYRACUSE
W om en's Field H ockey vs. Georgetow n
(at Rutgers University)
W omen's Tennis vs. Cornell
(at Siena College)
W om en's Volleyball vs. Akron
(at C onnecticut College)
W OM EN'S SOCCER VS. ST. JOH N 'S
M en's Golf at Toski Invitational
(H ickory Ridge G olf Club)
W omen's Tennis at St. John's
M en's Golf at Toski Invitational
(H ickory Ridge G olf Club)
W omen s Field Hockey at Brown
W om en's Tennis at Tufts
W OM EN'S VOLLEYBALL VS. BC
W om en's Soccer at BC
M EN'S SOCCER VS. RHODE ISLAND
W OM EN'S FIELD HOCKEY VS. URI
(Home gam es in caps)

5:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m.
1:00 p.m.
TBA
1:00 p.m.
TBA
3:30 p.m.
TBA
7:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.

Sheraton ^guTara A irport Hotel
THE FLMTLTr D O m W Y

1850 Post Road, W arwick, RI
-----------------738-4000___________
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’’Eleven As One”
Anselmo Lost Indefinitely; McGroarty's Goal Beats Hoyas
by Steve M cC orry
A ssistant Sports Editor
He was on his knees in the
center o : the field. Seconds
earlier, cn that brisk Septem
ber 23 day, a Holy Cross
player's elbow connected with
Brian A nselm o's right eye
socket, sending the Friars' co
captain to the ground. The
fou r y ear veteran from
Massapequa, NY has played
with injuries before.
Go no farther back than last
year when he ran with two
sprained ankles. It's a differ
ent story altogether, though, if
you're maneuvering through
twenty- two opponents, and
ch o o sin g betw een two
end lines and a pair of goalies,
while impaired by the effects
of double vision.
M ed ically speaking,
Anselmo suffered a blowout
fracture in which the eye
pushes back into the bone and
tissu e from con strain ed
muscle pulls out. Pending the
outcome of yesterday's ap
pointment with a specialist in
New York, one of two things
will happen.
If surgery is required? PC
will go at least three weeks not
just without abonafide starter,
but without a man spilling
over with experience.
If the knife doesn't come
into play? He will hopefully
miss just two weeks. At any
rate, Anselmo is off the field
for now, giving #2 more time
to eye himself and the team;
not to mention, pass on some
much appreciated soccer lingo
to an ill-informed sportswriter.
How do you see this injury
affecting the team; you were
supposed to be there asa veteran this year - a senior starter?

BA: I'm hoping it doesn't
hurt the team all that much.
Sean Clark was injured last
year and we didn'tknow what
to expect of him. He came
back and picked up his game
on the one outside and Jamie
Christian has picked up his
game on the other side. I think
the only thing we are losing is
a little experience, but hope
fully hard work from those
two guys will compensate for
that. If the Georgetown game
is any indication of how those
two will play then we'll be o.k.
Talk about the Georgetown
game.
BA: Georgetown was a
huge game! Sean McGroarty
played the best first half I have
ever seen him play (he scored
gam e's only goal). Jam ie
Christian, I think, won every
tackle that he went in for and
Keith Donohue, the other se
nior who had been hurt for
three weeks, came in and
played courageously. He al
most killed himself in the
game. Fearless, you know.
Jam ie Sm ith played very
steady in goal, and Sean
McDermott didn't a head ball
at the stopper position all
game. They showed up to
play. They know when the big
games are and they'll be there
for them.
How important are the se
niors?
BA: I think the upperclass
men are making it easier for
them. I think they are a good
group of guys. It has been
twenty-six guys trying to help
each other out.
Have you noticed any tell
ing signs of im provem ent
m ade by the team since
youhave been watching the
team as a spectator?
BA: What I’ve noticed is

that we are tackling well. A lot
of time, the coach will say that
itis important to win the first
bounce but it's more impor
tant to win the second. You
want to make it easier for you
or your teammates to have a
simple second touch.
How do you see this year's
team? Where are they going?
BA: I think the team is go
ing to surprise people, as the
year goes on we're going to
get better and better. It’s go
ing to come down to either
just getting into the league
tournament or just missing it.
I think the guys that are there
right no w can do it. They have
the ability; it’s just playing
smart.
What's it like playing for

CLASSIFIED
STUDENTS or ORGANIZATIONS
Promote our Florida Spring Break
packages. Earn MONEY and FREE trips
Organize SMALL or LARGE groups
Call Campus Marketing. 800-423-5264

* * * CAMPUS REPS WANTED * * *
HEATWAVE VACATIONS
Spring Break 1993 - The Best Rates & The Biggest Com
missions. For more information, call 800-395-Wave

Travel Free Sell quality vactions to exotic destinations!
Jamaica Cancun, Bahamas, Margarita Island and
Florida. Work for the most reliable Spring Break Com
pany with the best Commissions and. service. The
fastest way to free Travel.

Sun Splash Tours 1-800-426-7710
BE A SPRING BREAK REP!
Earn FREE TRIPS and the HIGEST COMMISSIONS!
Cancun, Daytona, & Jamaica from $159.
Call TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL today!
(800)32-TRAVEL

PC, knowing that you're play
ing for a really solid Division
One school? Is it special to
wear that uniform?
BA: Basically, I like play
ing with the guys on the team.
You know we're all one and
we're all going toward the
common goal. It's a good feel
ing that you are all in it to
gether and all looking out for
each other's backs.
What about the Big East
games?
BA: Before games you just
start thinking like you are go
ing into a battle. Every game
you have to treat like you are
playing the best team on your
schedule. But the Big East
games are special. The atmo
sphere is electric. We get into

it because we know that itis
the road to the tournament and
the NCAA's.
What was your best Provi
dence moment as a soccer
player?
It probably would be my
sophomore year versus Syra
cuse. It was pouring out. Syra
cuse was supposedto be spec
tacular, but we ended up win
ning 2-1 and I had scored the
first goal. You know it was
just a garbage goal, but it
psyched us up. That game
really set us on the road to a
good season. The celebration
after that goal was just electric
and after the game the cel
ebration was just electric.
M en's Soccer: continued
on p. 20

Questions abound on the status of the high-scoring Anselm o

A m erican Studies
E v en t
The Program will present
folk singer Cristine Lavin
in concert Monday, Octo
ber 1 9 ,1 9 9 2 at 7pm in '64
Hall. Lavin is a leader of
the new folk scene and
has achieved widespread
acclaim for her songs
"Good Thing He Can't
Read My Mind," Artifi
cial Means," "If You Want
Space, Go to Utah" and
many other musical
obsevations of contempo
rary life. Tickets are now
available at the American
Studies office and will
sold in Slavin in the com
ing weeks.

Big East
Golf
Tourney
(at A venel, MD)
TEAM STANDINGS
1.
2.
2.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Seton H all
UCONN
Providence
St. John's
BC
Villanova
G'Town

622
623
623
631
636
643
663

INDIVIDUAL
1. M ike Ghelfi
2. Yeom ans (C)
3. Vitali (C)
3. Shunk (B)
5. Ism ail (SJ)
6. Engler (SH)

70-76-146
71-77-148
74-76-150
74-76-150
77-74-151
77-75-152

PC SCORING
M ike Ghelfi
M. Siew ertsen
Gil D'Andrea
Kevin M urphy
Kevin M agner

70-76-146
87-77-164
78-83-161
78-89-167
81-80-161

r ~ Sports
Tennis

PC Netters On The Improve
Sullivan Struts His Stuff With the Best in the East
by M att M lodzinski
Sports Writer
Another week has passed
for the Providence College
men's and women's tennis
teams. The men appeared in
the Yale Invitational over the
weekend, a tournament which
is comprised of some of the
strongest teams in the East,
including Harvard and Yale.
The tournament results
were generally encouraging
with several players having
strong tournament showings.
Playing in the Flight B singles,
Steve Sullivan charged out
jfthe gate with victories over
Pyan Lee of Brown and James
Cobles of Boston College.
These two victories put
Sullivan in the semifinals,
making him the only PC player
to advance that far in the tourla m en t.
There, he met
Umesha Wallooppillia, the No.
10 ranked player in the East.
Wallooppillia is a talented
?layer who is also playing
Davis Cup Tennis for Sri
Lanka. Sullivan struggled in
:he first set, but played a ter
rific second set, before falling,
3-0,7-5. Coach LaBranche felt
:hat with this showing, "Sully
showed that he belonged in
the upper echelon of Eastern
tennis."
Other strong showings

came in the form of two fresh
men: James Ogden and Chris
Nowak. Ogden dropped his
first match in Flight A singles,
which put him in the consola
tion round.
There he
d efeated jo h n Sim one of
Temple, 7-5,6-4 and Alex Bitar
of BC, 6-1,6-1. In the consola
tion final, he fell to Dan
Coakley of Dartmouth, 6-2,6-

2.

Nowack, whom I men
tioned in last week's article as
being a surprise, had a strong
tournament. He defeated
Steve Heinzelman of Cornell,
6-1, 6-7, 6-2, before losing a
tough match to Jay Rosello of
Yale, 6-3, 6-7, 6-3. With con
tinued strong play, Nowack
could crack the Top 6 singles
lineup for the spring.
"Against this type of com
petition, we considered any
wins to be good wins," said
LaBranche.
On Wednesday, the men
faced the talented team from
the University of Hartford. Be
fore the match, seniors Joe
Hanley andRich Wager were
named co-captains of the team.
"After working hard for four
years, it's a great feeling to be
named captain," said Wager,
who then went out in singles,
winning, 4-6, 6-2, 6-2 in a 5-2
PC victory. Diego Ante came
out with a strong effort, play
ing at No.4 with a 6-2,6-0 vic

Senior Diego Ante continued his
strong play against UHartford

tory. PaulGagliardi and Steve
Sullivan also came up with
victories in singles. Sullivar
came back from a 5-2 seconc
set deficit to defeat Doug Fink
6-1,7-6. Sullivan's victory was
even more impressive, consid
ering Fink's nickname-"The
Warrior".
P rovid en ce receivec
doubles victories from the
Sullivan/G agliardi combe
and a hard fought 9-8 victory
from the tandem of Tom Nouc
and James Ogden. The No. 7
doubles slot continues to be c
point of concern for Coacl
LaBran ch e.
W ager anc
Nowack lost to Hartford, anc
the combination of Wager anc
Hanley fell in the Yale Invita
tional. But with more experi
ence, LaBranche feels that he
will find a successful combi
nation.
"The team is coming along
and we're all looking forwarc
to a strong EC AC Touma
m ent and a better spring
season,"said Ante, who hails
from Ecuador.
On the girls' side, there's
not much to report due to can
cellations because of las
week's rain. But Jen Dullee
and Kristin Brooks appearec
in the Harvard Invitationa
over the weekend. Both girls
Tennis: continued on
p. 20

Senior Laura Tozza is prim ed to lead
the Lady Friars this weekend

Field Hockey

Lady Friars Tame
Black Bears
PC Defense Clamps Down on UMaine

Second team A ll-Am erican Cathy Guden picked up an
assist in the Friars' 2-1 win over H oly Cross
each of their eight attempts to
by Mike Randolph
light the lamp. The only goal
Sports Writer
of the game came with 6:27 left
in the first half on a comer shot
Field Hockey continues to
by senior Kristen Mannheim.
roll through regular season
When people think of a rug
play by posting two more wins
ged sport played by nearly
over Holy Cross and Maine,
insane people, rugby or ice
improving their record to five
hockey
usually comes to mind.
and one. The trademark of the
If you ever see a field hocky
Lady Friars, strong defense,
game during a comer shot, you
held true once again as they
could easily change your
only allowed sixteen shots on
mind.
goal between the two games.
Being on defense during a
Last Wednesday saw the
corner snotis, inessence, simi
Lady Friars travel to Worces
lar to being a kamikaze pilot
ter, M A to take on the Crusad
during World War Two. The
ers of Holy Cross. Debbie
defending team lines up four
Hagie had a fine outing in goal
people in front of the net and
by stopping all eight shots sent
the offense is aligned in a wide
her way. PC struck first on a
arc facing the goal. The ball is
goal by sophom ore Kim
utinto play from the end line
Robbins ten minutes into the
y
the offense and subse
first half. Cathy Guden regis
quently rocketed at the goal.
tered the assist. Holy Cross
While this is happening, the
retaliated in the second half to
four defenders are running full
tie the score, and senior Denise
speed in the direction that the
Hagie put this one in the win
ball is coming from, with only
column with an unassisted
a stick and their bodies to stop
goal late in the game.
it. There are no timid, de
On Sunday, the bus rolled
fenseless little girls out on that
from PC to Cape Elizabeth,
field.
Maine where the Lady Friars
Last night, the Lady Friars
faced U Maine. The Provi
headed
north once again to
dence defense was stellar once
lock horns with Boston Col
again. G oalkeeper Gina
Martinello stuffed Maine on
lege. Stay tuned for details.

T/te Providence (Bruins

The Friars Want You!
Come Join The Slap Shot Club
The 1992-93 Hockey Season is soon upon us and the Friars are looking for a
few good men and women to form the backbone of our new Slap Shot Club.
Come make Schneider Arena one of the loudest in H ockey East as you be
come a member of this group.
FIRST MEETING
M onday, O ctober 5, 5 pm.
Section P Schneider Arena
M em bers R e c e iv e : T -S h irts, R eserv ed c h eerin g s e c tio n , Bus T rip s, P o s t-G a m e s
w ith tea m , an d m uch, m uch, m ore...

COME JOIN THE FUN!!

FRIAR FEVER - CATCH-IT!!

face off against

PHe SpringieCd Indians
in a preseason tilt on

"Saturday, O ctober ?
at 7:30 pm.
Tickets available at Schneider Arena
$3.00 with PC ID
$5.00 for non-students
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First Friar Since 1986 To Take Crown
by Ted H azard
Sports Interview er
"I got off to a good start."
Providence College golfer
Michael Ghelfi shot a personal
best, one-under par, 70, in the
first round and finished with a
two-day total of 146 to win the
Big East Championship last
weekend at TPC at Avenel in
Maryland. Mike's first place
finish was the highest for a
Friar since Shane Drury won
the tournament in 1986.
Mike has been named the
PC Male Athlete of the Week
for the second consecutive
week after two outstanding
performances. First, Mike led
PC to an eleventh place finish
out of 34 teams at the Yale
invitational last week, shoot
ing a 233 in three rounds. That
total included a low mark of
71 on the second day. This
weekend, Mike topped that
by capturing the Big East title.
Shooting a low score is
nothing new to Mike Ghelfi.
Mike has been the model of
consistency for the PC golf
team in each of his four years
on the team. Each year as a
Friar golfer, Mike has been the
low scorer. As a freshman, he
averaged a low of 76.8 to lead
the team. Mike averaged 78.3
as a sophomre and as a junior,
he averaged 76.1. In addition,
Mike has been the Friars' No.
1 golfer since his sophomore
season.
After finishing second in
the Big East Tournament as a
sophomore and 1 1 th as a jun
ior, Mike knew that if he could
"put the ball in play off the
tee," he would have a good
chance to win the Big East as a

senior.
"Playing a course like the
TPC at Avenel puts you in a
ood mindset," said the East
almouth, M A native. Profes
sional golf tournaments are
held at TPC (Tournament
Player's Club), and this idea
of playing on a professional
course for the Big East Cham
pionship gave Mike additional
motivation to play well. "It's
fun to play at a course that the
pro's play. You think, 'Wow,
a lot of great players have
played this same course.'"
Using this inspiration as
motivation,Mike shot a per
sonal best (70) on the first day
to keep PC only three shots
behind the leader, UCONN.
Day two began with rain for
the first few holes, but Mike

P

wouldn't let that bother him.
"I had the lead and just tried
to block the rain out," said
Ghelfi, a Business Adminis
tration major.
Mike relied on his strong
putting game and short iron
game to keep the lead and win
the championship. PC rode
Mike's great performance to a
second place finish just one
stroke behind Seton Hall, giv
ing the Friars their best finish
since 1985.
Mike described his win by
modestly saying, "I just try to
give myself chances for bird
ies and pars and then hope for
the best."
Mike's consistently low
scores and team leadership are
no accident. Considering
Mike's golfing past, PC Ath

lete of the Week awards and
tournament wins come as no
surprise. Mike was golfing
when he waslO, picking up
the game from his Dad.
'1 like to golf because it is
very competitve and you meet
new people," said Ghelfi. Mike
also likes the personal chal
lenge of lowering his score.
"Sometimes, it is so frustrat
ing thatyou wantto comeback
the nextday and prove to your
self that you can do better."
With a positive mindset,
Mike has accomplished some
great things on the links. At
Falmouth HS, Mike was the
golf team MVP and confer
ence all-star for three consecu
tive years. Mike was crowned
Cape Cod High School Golf
champion in his senior year.
Another impressive accom
plishment was his 10th place
finish at the American Jr. Golf
Association New Seabury Jr.
Classic, where he proved that
he could play with the best
high school players in the
country.
When the time came to
choose a college, Mike had a
hard choice to make. The de
cision came down to PC and a
couple of schools in Florida.
Mike decided on PC because
the golf play is more competi
tive down south, due to the
better weather for more prac
tice time, and there were some
doubts on making the team as
a freshman." I wanted to play
right away and I knew that at
PC I could play right away."
PC also attracted Mike be
cause the golf team is " very
competitive for the Northeast
and we are always one of the
top five teams." Almost single-

handedly Mike has kept PC at
the top by leading the team
with the lowest team average
for the past four years.
Mike was rewarded for his
play by being selected to play
at the NCAA Eastern Regional
last season. As the only Friar
selected, Mike represented the
team well. "It was a great ex
perience to play against the
best players in the country."
Although the Southern play
ers dominated, Mike had one
of the lowest scores by a nor th
em player.
Even though Mike has ac
complished great things play
ing golf, he concentrates on
the future. Thursday is the
ECAC qualifying tournament
and Mike feels that this is a
"big" tournament for the Fri
ars. The top three or four teams
qualify along with the top ten
individuals with the lowest
scores. "I'm shooting to go four
for four"; a trip back to the
ECAC tournament will be
Mike's fourth appearance in
four years. "If I shoot the best
I can and keep it consistent I
think I'll do well." Mike's con
sistent play makes him a lock
to qualify, but he would rather
qualify as a team than as an
individual. This tournament
is important for the team be
cause a strong showing at the
ECAC, after a second place
finish in the Big East, may open
the door for a NCAA bid. With
the golf season well under
way, the Friars, with Michael
Ghelfi leading the way for the
fourth straight year, look to be
competitive once again. As
Mike says, "Just keep it con
sistent and hope for tne best."

Lady Friars Edge Brown
Defeat City Rival in Five-Set Home Opener
by R usty N ew ell
Sports Writer
The Lady Friars volleyball
team has turned up the power
lately and has won its last four
games to improve their record
to 13-4.
Providence played its first
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match at home in Alumni Gym
TuesdaynightagainstaBrown
team that has im proved
greatly over the last couple of
years. The large crowd that
filled Alumni witnessed an
excellent match that exhibited
Friar power and hustle and a
cohesiveness that is beginning
to develop.
The Lady Friars struggled
early against Brown, dropping
the first two games 13-15,1215. These dismal first games
yielded some positives within
the less-than-sensational play.
One of the bright spots was
the play of junior Cate Rohrs.
She played very well, provid
ing some power, while frosh
sensation Jocelyn Cole re
m ained sid elin ed w ith
strained stomach muscles. Co
captain Missy Dawson also
played with trademark reck
less abandon, hustling and
diving all over to keep the Lady
Friars close.
The Lady Friars turned up
their intensity in the third
game.
Led by the power
crunches of Dawson and the
solid play of freshman Kelly
Tooley, Providence took a 9-0
advantage in game three. They
eventually won the third game
15-6 and were not going to
look back. They won the
fourth gam e 15-11 and

thrashed Brown 15-3 in the
fifth to win the match.
Sop hom ore A ileen
Koprowski, who leads the
team with 192 kills, reflected
on the Lady Friars, "We have
the intensity. We have to keep
it up and be mentally tough.

This will decide if we win the
Big East, because we have the
talent." Providence certainly
has the talent. Lastweekatthe
URI classic, PC defeated URI,
Boston College, and Rutgers
to win the URI Volleyball Clas
sic. Dawson won MVP hon

ors while Koprowski and Jen
Winslow made the All-Tour
ney team. Winslow, the team
leader in blocks with33, stated,
"We are becoming a very fo
cused team. The team is jell
ing, and even with injuries,

The team is
jelling and,
even with
injuries, our
new players
are filling in.
our new players are filling in
very well."
Some of the new players
and old who are stepping up
to make great contributions are
junior Cate Rohr, and fresh
men Kelly Tooley, N icole
Trudeau. Senior N anette
Beattie offered praise to them,
saying, "Cate has been playSophom ore setter M arnie P anek preps for the serve
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